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I INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

A. Background

TThe state of the sky is typically described by a few inte-

grated parameters, such as the total sky cover, the cloud amolnt in

layers, and the ceiling height. This sunmmarizes what might be quite

complicated phenomena, only small portions of which are sampled by

ceilometers and other instruments. The present procedure for reporting

the state of the sky relies heavily on human observers to make visual

observations and interpret instrument readings. To automate this sys-

tem, one must be able to specify the required instrument characteristics

and the procedures for processing data to relate instrument readings

to actual sky conditions.

In an earlier phase of this contract, we developed a mathe-

matical cloud model as a tool for solving these problems (Duda, Mancuso

and Blackmer, 1970). This model describes a sky composed of several

layers of clouds at different mean base heights, each layer moving Lt

a specif.ed speed in a specified direction. The clouds in each layer

are described by specifying a number of parameters, such as the mean

length and percent sky cover. By varying these parameters, a wide

variety of sky conditions can be obtained. This model was implemented

as a digital computer program that calculates the responses of vertically-

pointing ceilometers to the model sky conditions. By using this simula-

tion program, the behavior of an automatic system for describing the

state of sky can be determined.

B. Objectives

The basic objectives of the work described in this report

were to gain insight into the cost/effectiveness of various sampling

and processing strategies, and to compare the performance of various

ceilometers, buth to evaluate current sensors and to establish speci-

fications for future instrumerts. The investigation involved three

major tasks:

(1) Sampling and processing studies,

(2) Ceilometer studies, and

(3) Feasibility and cost comparisons.
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in Task 1, the emphasis was on determining the spatial and

temporal sampling and the data processing necessary to describe cloud

amount and ceiling height to a specified degree of accuracy. Most of

this work involved ideal or error-free instruments, althougi' the effects

of instrument limitations were also considered. The purpose of Task 2

was to evaluate the ability of vertically-pointing and scanning instru-

ments to measure cloud amount and ceiling height, and to determine

instrument characteristics needed to meet given operating specifications.

Task 3 involved the use of the simulation program to determine the tech-

nical feasibility of an automatic system. It also included a cost com-

parison with a nona~itomated system to deLermine economic feasibility.

The remainder of this report presents the results of our

research on these three tasks. The organization of the report is based

on the natural division of the problem into the separate problems of

cloud-amount estimation, cloud base-height estimation, and cost compari-

sons. In the remainder of this section we summarize the major results

of this work and show how they relate to the three major tasks.

C. Task 1--Sampling and Processing Studies

The basic sampling problem is to determine the spatial and

temporal sampling required to determine cloud amount and cloud base

height to a specified degree of accuracy. Since the determination of

cloud amount or cloud base height required processing the data obtained

from sampling, sampling and processing were often considered togethcr.

The primary processing technique for cloud amount estimation was the

time averagi.ng of readings from the various instruments. A greater

variety of techniques were considered for cloud height estimation,

including techniques for probability density function estimation, mix-

ture density analysis, and clustering.

Most of our studies involved ideal instruments that gave

exact report3 of the conditions they sampled. The sampling error is due

to the fact that not all points in space and time are sampled. Iii addi-

tion, intervening lower layers can interrupt the sampling -f' upper layuz..

A, .i nation of mathematical analysis and computer simulati.i, i •-s,. I

t- h , how the utr rt)r depended on the following factorc :

2



(1) Sampling parameters

(aW Number of sensors n

(b) Area covered A

(c) Sensor configuration

(d) Time b'tveen samples

(2) Prccessing parameters

(a) Averaging time T

(b) Window widths w

(c) Number of cluster centers c

(3) Cloud parameters

(a) Mean cloud length Inl

(b) Cloud amount c

(c) Cloud speed v

(d) Mean base height

(e) Base-height standard deviation U b

(f) Base-height correlation distance d

The major results of this study can be summarized as follows.

The root iiean square error 1 in estimating cloud amount was found to

dep~end primarily upon /A/Jm . Figure 6 shows tile number of instruments

needed to obtain a specified ý for a worst case situation with C = 0.5a

and no time averaging. By optimum time averaging, the required number

of instruments can be reduced greatly, with four vertically-pointing

instruments theoietically being able to exceed human performance.

The root mean square error in estimating the base height

)f a single cloud layer depends primarily upon 7b and vT/d, and there

exist theoretically optimum procedures for sampling and processing.

The multiple-layer case is much more difficult. In our experiments,

!good results were obtained with a simple hierarchical clustering

procedure described in Section IV-.D-2. This procedure was able to

determine the number of cloud layers, the mean height of each layer,

and the cloud amount in layers for a variety of experimental conditions.

,nose results may be sensitive to •nstrument limitations, and an

invt-stigation of way, to cdetect and oVercome t h.. effects of, int r,

3



and precipitation is needed. A discussion of these prcblems concludes

Section IV.

D. Task 2--Ceilometer Studies

The goal of Task 2 was to evaluate the performarc of both

vertically-pointing and scanning instruments used to weasure cloud

amount and ceiling height, and tu relate performance to required instru-

ment characteristics. In this work, the model was used to provide infor-

mation about the true sky condition,, allowing comparisons against an

objective standard.

The performance of vertically pointing instruments is directly

related to root mean square error a. A major resuli of our study was to

relate c to the time AT between measurements. Even if AT is zero, some

error 5 is unavoidable. The percentage increase in & as a function
mi n

of AT was determined, and a criterion for selectintf AT is suggested in

Section III-C-2. For cloud amount estimation, this criterion depends

on the cloud speed v and the mean cloud length I , For cloud basem

height estimation, it depends on the cloud speed :and the base height

correlation distance d. Actual selection of instrument parameters

requires a decision about the range of cloud conditions over which a

desired performance is to be achieved; such decisions were considered

to be outside of the scope of this study.

Our original simulation model did nct include provisions for

scanning instruments. To add these instruments to our study, we limited

our attention to a single cloud layer and worked in terns of an equiva-

lent system of vertically-pointing in,;truments. The chief advantage of

scanning instruments is that for intermediate and high clouds, one

scanning instrument can replace many vertically-pointing instruments.

However, it was found that the performance of scanning instruments Ua!,

limited at low ceiling heights by geometrical constraints (see Section

III-E). In addition to sampling problems, th-3re arc particular problems

ass(ociated with the physics of different kinds of instruments. Fo.r

example, the performance of scanning radars clepends on the wa%'elenglh

anld pulse length used, and the usefulness of scarning 11dars might be

4



limited by safety considerations. Appendix A contains a discussion of

these considerations for radar systems, and Appendix B contains a

similar discussion for lidar systems. The results of our sampling

study also apply to other types of scanning sensors, such a,, tVie

passive infra-red sensor, but only the radar and lidar systems were

considered in detail.

E. Task 3--Feasibility and Cost Comparisons

The feasibility of an automatic system depends upon many

factors, including the performance required and the nature of the con-

ditions at the particular airport. To the extent that oar model accurately

describes sky conditions and instrument characteristics, we have demon-

strated the technical feasibility of an automatic system for measuring

cloud amount at least as accurately as is done at present. The technical

feasibility of using clustering techrniques to automatically determine

cloud base heights was also demonstrated, both with the model data and

with a small sample of actual ceilometer data. However, some further

development of these cechniques will probably be needed to accommodate

possible bad effects of interference and precipitation.

Section V contains a compirison of the cost of an automatic

system and the cost of the present manual system. In this comparison,

it was assumed that both systems gave equivalent performance, and other

possible benefits of either system were not considered. It was found

that thf results depended on the frequency with which cloud amount and

ceiling height reports are needed. If the present frequency of one

reading per hour is satisfactory, then the current manual Fystem is

less expensive. However, if readings are required every ten minutes

or more often, autumatic systems can be less expensive. The effects of

cost uncertainties are included in this analysis.

F. Report Organization

The remainder of this report contains the technical material

that justifies these conclusions. Section II reviews the cloud model.

It describes the parameters involved in our study and their effects on

the simulation ýiky conditions. Section III is concerned with cloud

estimation. It includes pre"cise definitions of ttrm-;, and separate

5



studies of estimation by single vertically-pointing instruments and

scanning instruments. Section IV is concerned with cloud base-height

estimation. It defines base heights for multiple-layer clouds in terms

of the parameters in a mixture density function. The result.; jf various

techniques for estimating density functions and clust•cing cloud-height

readings are reported. Section V shows how these theoretical results

can be used to determine instrument and data processing r,.quirements.

Section VI presents the cost comparison, and Section ViI presents the

conclusions of the study.

f6



II 1HE CLOUD MODEL

A. Introduction

In this section we give a brief review of those aspects of

the clouJi model that one must know to understand the rest ('i this

report; a complete- description of the cloud model is given in the

report by Duda, Mancuso and Blackmer (1970). The cloud model describes

a sky conposed of o*!z or more layers of clouds. The clouds in each

layer have random characteristics, but their statistical properties are

fixed by a small number of parameters. Since these parameters have con-

stant vahes everywhere in a given layer, each layer is statistically

homogeneous.

The geometrical parameters determine the sizes and shapes of

the clouds. They fall into two classes, those that affect the plan

view and taose that affect the profile view. In plan view, a layer

looks like an infinite plane covered with a scattering of possibly over-

lapping rectangles of different sizes. If the cloud amount is five

tenths or less, these rectangles represent clouds, while if the cloud

amount exceeds five tenths they represent holes. To simplify the follow-

ing discussion, we shall assume that the rectangular areas are clouds.

If the cloud amount exceeds five tenths, the statements made about

clouds should be interpretei as pertaining to holes.

B. Plan- _ecw Parameters

The appearance of the clouds in plan view is affected by the

following parameters:

(1) Mean length 2 (m)
m

(2) Aspect ratio p (-)

(3) Cloud amount c aa

(4) Cloud speed v (m/s)

(5) Cloud direction (rad)

(6), Layer beginning time tb (s)

(7) Layer ending time t (s)
e

In some cases distances will be reported in feet rather than meters.

7



The clouds generated by th- model are rectangles of length

Sin the direction of motion and width pe normal to the direction of

motion. The lengLLh: 2 have an evxponential distribution that- is com-

pletely specified by the mean length 2 . The cloud amount - soecificsm

the fraction of the entire infinite plane that is covered with clouds.

The cloud amount over some specified area A may be either less than or

greater than c , and will vary as the clouds move. All of the cloudsa

in a given layer move in unison with the common speed v in a common

direction specified by 'ýC. This greatly simplifies the computation of

the instrument responses as a function of time. The instrument loca-

tions are given in a conventional, earth-referenced xy-coordinate sys-

tem. If one wants to consider only part of the infinite cloud layer, a

strip of clouds can be defined by tb and t . The layer-beginning-time

tb specifies the time at which the leading edge of the layer passes over

the origin, and the layer-ending time does the same thing for the trail-

ing edge.

C. Profile-View Parameters

The appearance of the clouds in profile view is affected by

the following parameters:

(1) Mean thickness t (m)

(2) Mean base height h (m)

(3) Base-height standard deviation C b (m)

(4) Base-height correlation distance d (m)

The tops of the clouds are always located at h + T. The base

height h(x) is a randomly generated function of x, having mean h and

standard deviation 7b. The correlation coefficient between two base

heights a distance C apart is given by exp[-C/dI, where d is the base-
height correlation distance. Thus, adjacent base-height values are

correlated, but the correlation is very small between points that are

separated by distances much greater than d. As the clouds move, the

base-height profile moves with them. Thus, if the x-axis is aligned

with the direction of cloui motion, the base height function should

treally be writtan as h(x t vt), so that h(x) gives the base height at

till11C t = 0.



D. Instrument Parameters and Normatization

Most of this report is concerned with the response of ideal

instruments to sky conditions that can be generated by the cloud model.

By an ideal instrument, we mean one that sights along a straight line,

does not give a response when no clouds are intercepted, and gires the

exact range to the first point of intersection when a cloud is inter-

cepted. With an ideal vertically-pointing instrument, the line of sight

is to the zenith. We do not assume that the base height readings are

obtained continually, but rather that readings are made every 6T seconds.

For an ideal vertically-pointing instrument, this is the only instrument

parameter of interest.

In general, an ideal vertically-pointing instrument provides

samples of the base-height function h(x). If we assume for simplicity

that the instrument is located at the origin and that the x-axis is

aligned with the direction of cloud motion, then at the kth sampling

instant we obtain the reading h(kvAT). This shows that not all of the

parameters are independent variables. If v were doubled, AT were halved,

and all other conditions were left the same, exactly che same sequence

of readings would be obtained. By normalizing the dimensional parameters

with respect to distance and time, we can reduce the number of variables

and simplify the presentation of results. While normalization can be

done in many ways, we most frequently will use the mean cloud length m
M

to normalize distances and the sampling interval AT to normalize time.

Thus, the normalized correlation distance is d/£, and the normalized

cloud speed is vAT/Im.

This normalization is most convenient in the single-layer case. With
multiple layers, one can use the mean cloud length in the lowest layer
for normalization, but this is somewhat inconvenient. In such cases
we occasionally use the square root of the airport area to normalize

distances.

9



III CU)UD A 31Tr ESTIMATILS

A. D~efinitions

Wbea sky cover Is estimmtec' by human obser~ez-s, it is a-~l.

reported asterths or eightbe of the sky covered tw sturf ace-baser!

phenomeaa and hr clou~ds or obscuring phenomena ir! each latrv' a-:~

The evaluation Is made in terms of the entire sky 3r-a a1wv'-.- : ! )ical

or apnare~'t borexou, and is fu.-damentally a surfacc-baseo d tr a '..

limited tW a ztwwhly cirvelar area of sewsra, midles radiizs c~nritO(&2

tbaur, the observer-.

1hea instruments *re zuw~d to Cire ac clkiective -qas~r~- z

cloud ammt. it is necessary to he somewhat were precisv in

cload =ant, pir-ticularly vi:a rvgard to the arem min-nh-e-d -4A~:

vertical ty-pal -timg intumenzt Cirv-s an excellent repK.rt ->I th ý?e

ammint dire.otty abime that instrumnt, but may niot g~ire

."wprt of the cloud ammut In a circnla!- area of. say, f:-ierdm

around tUA- lustraiwat. In fact, a Noswn obseryer bas a sin2!ar "tm ta--

tion, bunt since he cam uspally observe the entire area %,,f iratercrz fcr

W9eratioas at one airport, this limlitatiom0 is UScall&T rn aq'Z1eV,±_

In this report, ve deflue the cloud aw~xmt over a given~ area

A as the fraction of that area coverecl byr a vertical prikiectioce -,P h

clouds Onto the greun. Wbes several las-er-s ar.e p-esent, th-:z ts

the total c~oad smozmt. la disscrabiog tZ.oe clomzi i-=t~

tc disti-o~uish hetveea the clk-ud sanunt acltualli- Qtiev t-' :z

gnround and the cloud amount for =n isolaired liver-.. .aL .~~ :

coarent~onal aractice, we define tne (otmervable) :zlm-d z.3mzzra-: a

girea asyer asthe fraction of --bhe area* that is ct~r-ered- b-. :n~~

that layer and not c~vereJ br clouds in lower larurs - ?k- a~s.Ž :4,cic

the moel cloud amiunt as --be fraction of the area ttat is :-ýe-- tpr

clouds Ir that layer In~ Z:*- absence of otber layers. !n~ :his

"we shall oaily he crcnocerned witt~ estir~atinc tbe total clce.d anox-=z me

shall return to the questic-n of me3sur~iU;- the (observ~able; elý r_:z

in. layers in Section IV.

B. Variables

thea instruments are u-ned !o es!imate Zhe clme.4 an-:un!--.%zir

an area A, the results obtalved depend on the followin': a!ý

11 Peceingpagkblnk



(1) The area A (m)

(2) The number of instruments n (-)

(3) The time interval between readings AT (s)

(4) The total observation time T (s)

(5) The plan-view parameters:

Mean length z (M)

Aspect ratio p (-)

Cloud amount (-)
a

Cloud speed v (m/s)

Cloud direction U (-ad)'C

Layer duration t - tb (s)
e b

Even when we normalize by £ and ST, we see that the performanceU

depends on at least eight variables. It is not possible to corasider

all conbi:-ations of all of these varlables in an experimental program

to find the opt-mum sir'pling and processing procedures. in our invw-

tigations, we paid particular attention to what we thought were the most

criticial variables. An particular, we ignored the effects oL the aspect

ratio and the cloud direction, taking p = -1 and * = 0. Since our ini-c

tial experistenta disclosed that five-tevuih- clout amount provided the

Crefize-st difficulty, we iinitea mos of our ex3eriments to this case.

Fn•aiiy, because -f experimental difficulty, we cansidered only one

case in xhich tL-- layer duration was cot infirite. This means that we

st-.-died naiilyw statistically uniform situations. We have tried to

-_s~rt cautioary, renarks whenever neglect of this rariable niglit result

in c-tncl 'to=s that are not val:id in general.

the renainder of this section we show how clotA asount •sti-

nates dqenai on the reatining variacles. We consider first th, per-

Ltfr~aace •.! one nstruneie't and show hcw it can be improved uy ti~e

av_-r•_ing. After tha: we consider the case where r. instniments are

L:sed i.-ive instantaneous (snapshot') estimates of the cloud az:unt

and shx bo• thný performance varies vith n, Aard Z . Finally, Te con-m

ýZder 'he additiocal inprovement that czn be obtained br averaging, anf

:-.tru.,uce t!-q effects of _'T. T, and v.

12



C. Single-Instrument Sampling

1. Without Time Averaging

An ideal vertically-poiuting instrument can detect whether

or not there is a cloud directly overhead. Let c(x,y) indicate the

presence or absence of a cloud above a given )olnt (x,y), .:th c = 1 if

a cloud is present and c = 0 if a cloud is absent. Let c give the total

cloud amount over a speciiied area A, and let c be the total clouda

amount for the cloud layer. Then

c= ff c(xy) dxdy (1)
A

and

c = lim . (2)a 
-

If a single instrument is located at (xoYo0 ), then its

readings give c(xoyo). We want to use these 2'eadings to estimate c.

Let c be our estimate of c. The simplest of all estimates is just to

take c = c., the instantaneous instrument reading. If the a'-,a A is

small (relative to the square of the mean cloud length), then this

estimate is very good. Howe',er, if A is iarge, this estimate is poor.

The accuracy of the estimate is measured by the error c - c, or, since

c, c and c -e random varlables, by the expected squared error*

^2 2
-r Erca - C) (3)

= Etc 2 ] - 2E[ C_ + EFC 21 (4)

Under ordinary conditions, the probability of error for

the estimate a can be related to the root-mean-square errer by assum-

ing that c is normally distributed with mean c and variance In this

Note that C2 is not the variance of a unless the area is infinite, in which
case C = c =a

13



case, the probability that 6 lies in the interval -A g c A is given by

0+ A . (6-c'2 _Y
PC f 2\a d8 (5)

c M1W C c-A

This probability is shown graphically in Figure 1.

Note that (5 must be rather small to obtain good accuracy. For example,

if one wants tht estimate to be within one tenth of the true cloud amount

at least q8 percent of the time, 5 must be less than 0.1. For this same

performance £5% of the time, & must be less than 0.05. According to

Galligan, when the cloud amount is near five tenth3, human observers

have a & from 0.107 to 0.123 (Galligan, 1953). This should be kept

in mind when specifying the desired performance for an automatic

system.

In Section III-D-2 we shall see how a2 increases as a

function of A. At this point, however, we consider only the limiting

situation as A approaches infinity. For this case, c -ca and

lim A2 2
A = E[621 - 2 c E[81 +0 (6)

A - : a a

Since 6 is either one or zero, being one with probability c a and zero

with probability 1 - ca,

E[621 = Er%ý = c (7)" L a

Thus,

lim =c(-c) 
(8)

A=4 Ca a

This shows that the accuracy of the estimate varies

with the cloud amount. it is very good if c is near either zero or

one, and is worst if c = 0.5. This is a very reasonable result, anda

is in agreement with observations on the accuracy of human observers

14
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in estimating cloud amount (Galligan, 1953). Since the worst case

occurs for c = 0.5, and since this is not an anomolous situation,a

we have us-d this result tu justify 'Limiting most of our experimental

work to this case.

2. With Time Averaging

The estimate • c takes no account of the spatial and

temporal continuity of the cloud cover. It jumps back and forth between

c = 0 and c = 1, and would not be considered seriously in practice. A

more reasonable estimate can be obtained by smoothing or averaging the

readings taken at previous times, Suppose that readings are taken every

AT seconds. If ck denotes the reading obtained at the kth sampling

time, then the estimate of c oblained by averaging m readings is given

by

m
=1 ck (9)

m m k

The physical interpretation of this estimate is simple.

If the clouds are moving, then the instrument is sampling the clouds

along a line in plan view that goes through the instrument location and

aloag the direction of cloud motion. If the cloud speed is v, then the

samples are a distance vAT apart in space, and the samples used to com-

pute 8 extend over a distance of mvAT = vT, where T is the total aver-m

aging time. Note that if we keep T fixed and decrease AT, then m = T/AT

will increase. In the limit as AT goes to zero, Cm approaches the

average of c(x,y) along the line of length vT. This line is as close

as a single instrument car. come to obtaining c, the average of c(x,y)

over the entire area A.

Appendix C gives a derivation of the expected squared
^2

error c for the estimate 8 . The analysis is limited to the specialm m

case where A = - and c = 0.5, and neglects the effects of cloud over-a

lap, Its chief significance is that it provides us with a criterion

for determining the sampling interval AT. Th. results of that analysis

show that if the averaging time T is fixed and if n = T/AT is increased

16



by letting AT approach zero, then the expected squared err-r decreases

to a minimum value 45wn given by

2 F -2vT/LS0 2 c2a 1-e M

2 - v--- 1 - (10)

The varietion of 5 with vT/I is shown in Figuru 2.

2mn 2 m
If AT is not 7ero, C 2 is greeter than 0 , biat it may not be much

greater. The exact increase in 6 2 depends on both vAT/1 and vT/1,
m M

and the details are discussed in Appendix C. The basic result of this

analysis is that the percentage increase in a 2 must lie between the two3

bounds shown in Figure 3. The upper 1ound corresponds to the no-averaging

case where T = AT, and the lower bound corresponds to the infinite-

averaging case where T = -.

Note that in the worst case & is less than 201 greater

2a
than amin if AT = 0.;r5 M/v, and a .'urther reduction in ".T dces not

yield much further benefit. Thus, for example, if thzi mean cloud length

is 200 ft. and the cloud speed is 10 ft/sec, there is little value in

sampling faster than cnce every five seconds. A very similar analysis

shows that the percentage increase in the variance of the base height

estimate is small if AT - 0.5d/v, where d is the correlation distance

(see Appendix E). We suggest the use of this criterion of percentage

increase in the minimum expected squared error fcr determining the

required sampling intervral 6T.

It might appear that Eq. (10) also supplies a criterion

for determining the averaging time T. Unfortunately, an uncritical use

of tht result suggests making the averaging time infinite to obtain

min = 0. This is a limitation of the analysis, which was for the

special case A = -. When the area is finite, the use of a iong averaging

time will prevent the estimate Z from 4eing a)le to follow fluctuations

in c, the cloud amount over the area. In general, the avo'r.aging time

is also the time that is required for Z to be able to respcnd to a sys-

tematic change in the cloud amoint. This, not Eq. (10), is the criterion

that should be used in selecting T. We shall return to this question when

we examine the results of averaging the responses of several instruments.

17
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D. Multiple-Instrument Sampling

1. Spatial Sampling

The use of more than one instrument allows the sampling

of cloud conditions at various points in the area A. In particular, if

an infinite number of instruments are used, c(xy) can be determined at

every point in the area. Thus, the average cloud amount c can be deter-

mined exactly, and zero expected squared error can be obtained. This

is in contrast with the case of a single instrument, which in theory
2can not achieve an expected squared error less than a 1 lnm.

In considering the use of more than one instrument, one

of the first questions that arises concerns the instrument locations.

This is the problem of spatial sampling. Intuitively, it is clear that

the instruments should not be concentrated in one locality, but should

be distributed over the area to obtain more independent information.

Whether or not the distribution should be isotropic depends on prior

information. For example, if at a particular airport the clouds almost

always come from a particular direction, it seems clear that the instru-

ments should be arranged along a line at right angles to that direction.

However, if the clouds are equally likely to come from any directfon,

then it would appear that the instrument configuration should not have

preferred directions, if that is possible.

In general, the optimum instrument configuration is one

that minimizes the expected squared estimation error, where tile expec-

tation is with respect to all of the rsjidom variables. To obtain an

analytical solution to this problem would require knowledge of the

joint probabilitv that a given subset of the n instruments is detecting

a cloud. This joint probability is a complicated function of th', rela-

tive positions of the instruments, and an analysis of the problem is

very difficult. Lacking an analytical solution, we have adopted a

heuristic procedure that seems to provide an acceptable solution. This

procedure is based on the observation that if a cloud is present above

p,,int (xiy l ), and if the cloud statistics are isotropic, then the

probability that a cloud is also present above point (x 2 ,9Y2 ) is the same

f-r all po•ints (x 2 #y 2 ) on a circle centered at (xl,Yl). This; suggests

20



that the instruments should be located to maximize the minimum distance

from any instrument to either another instrument ot the boundary of the

area A. Some solutions for a square area are shown in Figure 4; other

solutions can be obtained from these by rotation or reflection.

2. Without Time Averaging

Let (xi 1 Yi) give the location of the ith instrument,

i = 1, ... , n. Then the response of the ith instrument yields c(x iky).

!f all instruments are read at the same instant, then the average of

their responses provides an instantaneous estimate for c:

n
8(n)= I E c(xiyi) (11)

Figure 5 illustrates the behavior of c and c(n) for a

typical case. The solid curve in this figure shows the tim2 variation

of the cloud amoun• c: jor a 5 km-by-5 km airport area. The plan-view

parameters for the cloud layer we,'e c = 0.1, I = 0.5 km, v = 5 m/sec,a m

p = 1, and iJ = 0. Note that the arerage of c over the 6-hour period

was close to tice large-area clouci amount c, but that significant fluc-

tuations in c occurred as cloud; moved in and out of the area. The

dotted line shows the behavior of 8(n) when n = 4 instruments sampled

the sky. Whe-i Ao time averaging is used: 8(n) jumps back and forth

between its n + I possible values--O, I/n, 2/n, ... , 1. This erratic

behavior is typical for this instantaneous estimate of the cloud amount,

Appendix D contains a derivation of the expected squared

error for this estimate for a special case in which c = 0.5 and in whicha

the n instruments are uniformly arrayed along a line segment of length

w. If we assume that the area A is a square having sides of length

w = /A, then the results of this analysis are as follows:

ay (n) E[(6(n) -)

4u n1-8+ 28(1_9n) n(1 -)

-u sinh(ui

-1 - e sinu (12)
u
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1ftn for tais ease tbhe eX*Ct-ed -s~crvd e~od'-pV.4s

tble - r M of iustgVuMts z the ftermelixed area IL-Fu

a-splct~, let%*os t Is in-.erwSting to as mmmy Iintrunuts a~re aseded

o o bal.% a given ex'ected squared error. Nbes 01. U12) was solved

vmwericall'- for a as a unctloa of 5ý- ad .'A/L , the results s~r, in

Fi~re 6 were ohtairad.. I& this grmppa- a is trefled S a csatiSSMS

r2-iNz..,'l altbowi, ýf course, oeiv iategra~l t&I f u see" The

actual mhu~er c-f istusests needed to obtaia a given e~qwcted squared

errvor is irbe fi-st inttger greater than or e.qua1 to a.

sc~e Mhat a is an law-eing ratiUon of .7A/1 . If
a

-AA=0, error-f ree performane can be obtained with os'y one imtru-

uteat - As .4/ aproeches infinity, the A r of inctrue-rts needed

Wpreaches j14:z this correspt1- to the forw,ýa

C~ a a1--c5a

whic. i: vatid If the lustimw~t reediwgs are statistically 'Andepe ext..

Dec~e Eq- (12) wa derived for a sp~ecial aae-dinesiiaal

CA~se, a Series of t'venty-Uour experiments were Per-forme to see wrbether

or *&-t it !tusained valid for oq"-- wre ge~acral clou model. -In all of

these exp-er-.aents the airport area was square. and the large-area cloud

anba~t, ca ras* fire tenths.- The size of the 2rea and the xw-a- length

c! the ~zioug:s were Tarved I- Investigate the rarge 0.1 jý: .'vl

zn tbe ==ber af ;.strthuencts u~sed razted from 1 to 4. Uben the area

was a-!'zaed -;c that twL, sides vezz* parallel to the direction ,f clouid

zhe differen~ces between the sample mean squared error-s &Zi the

i-a!L-e of -in) given by Eq. 6&2 viere uot statistically significant-.

)h=the 1-r~str ent configu7atic&n -ras rotated -45' within the airport

ar~-.i, mam varzation in the results was observed, the greatest change
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_0. 2 percent increase in 5(n) over the theoretical velue.

This suggests that 5(n) depends on the shape and Grientation of the

cloud.; a.- .- ,1 as their mean lenPgti,. However, the general validity of

the rcsults was verified and we believe that Eq. (12) provides a good

apprxI.Eiate selution for the general case.

s. Aith Timc Averaging

As in the single-i:istrumerit case, tae expected squared

error ý'an be reduced by forming a time average of the estimate a(n).

If we let Ck (x.i ,yi) denote the reading obtained from the instrument at

(xivYi) a: the kth seupling time, then the estimate of c obtained by

averaging m. ridlngs is given by

• (n) = F - E Ck(Xi'y
k=l i1

1 "k1j

=n IM Ck (Xiy Yj 16)
2= k1 I16i=i La k iil

The physical interpretation of this estimate of c is

s2atiar 1o tnat gi'.en for a siiagle instrument. If the clouds are moving,

then each instrument is sampling the clouds along a line in plan view

that ..--- s -h-ouzh the instrument Ir>ation and along the direction of

l- the cloud speed is %, and if the averaging extends

k:-'::~ r -. !týr. :.t.e t~erma

M
c (Xiyi)

k=l

:s zhe average of c(,.,v) along a 1ine of ienrgth . The

n-ins:r~c:nt estimnate • (n) is merely the average of these estimates.a

In considering the expected squared error for a ((n),m
o:- :.: re=ezber that both this estimate and the quantity being esti-

-2-a:-,. c, ':ary writ'. time. Since the computation of M (n) involves

rvai.-ngs iuring the past T seconds, • (n) at time t tends to be a better

est.a~e ?, c at tine t-T,'2 than uf c at tinc t. Here we see an important
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distinction between needs for aviation applications and needs for gen-

eral meteorological purposes, since the former is concerned with present

cloud amount, while the latter can usually tolerate the d(,lay of T/2

seconds. In our experiments, the optimum averaging time for aviation

applications was found to be approximately one half the 'ujLimum averaging

time for general meteorological applications. Thus, by c(,ivputing

two running evc.rages over consecutive periods of duration T/2

seconds, both estimates can be provided with no more computation

that that needed for general meteorological purposes alone.

In the remainder of this section we define the error to

be the difference between the value of • (n) at time t and the value of

at time t-T/2. Let 5 2(n) denote the expected squared error. In gen-
m

eral, a (n) is a function of all of the variables: A, n, AT, Am ps cap

v, a1, ind t - tb. As usual, we neglect the effect of t - t , and to
b' e b

simpli-; -he problem we take p = 1, ca = 0.5, and i' = 0. In the special

case A -, we can perform an analysis like that described in Section

III-C-C?. an thet case, the n instruments can be located infinitely far

apart., anc' it turns out that

2
lim 2 m
A m (n)_ (17)A m n

This kind of analysis is useful because it shows that the

same criterion -or choosing the samrpling interval AT is valid in the

n-instrument case, and thus AT can be eliminated from the list of var-

iables. However, the dependence of c (n) on A is of considerable interest

for airport operations. Since analysis of this case is very difficult,

we used the computer simulation program to investigate the behavior of

a (n) experimentally. In these experiments we kept vAr/i below 0.25,m m
so that no appreciable improvement could be obtained by reducing AT.

,
For one case with fAll = 10, we allowed vAT/l to reach 0.5. This ism m

still a fairly small value, and should not have had significant influ-

ence on the results.
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It was found convenient to normalize the remaining variables A, n, T,

Im and v so that m 2(n) was expressed in tetms: of n, /=,a vrA
M m

The experiments were restrt-ted to the cases n = I and

n = 1, /AT = 1,2,5 and 10, and 3 : vT/4A ! 3.0. For each of these
m

cases, the simulation program was used to 'one-rato clouds having these

statistics, and 6 2(n)was computed .•y c*,?'.I :.Ing the average of the
m

squar-vt error at 1080 different times.

The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 7.

When vrT/lA i- zero, a (n) gives the standsrd deviation of the instan-

tan,-ous (unaveraged) estimate. Thus, the ordiuate intercepts ofthese

curvc:z give values corresponding to Figur,: S. As vT//fA is increased,

2-(:: decreases to a minimum value, ana l7.on begins to increase again.
m

Roughly speaking, a small amount of time averaging smooths the estimate

and h, heneficial, but with too much .i' n .(n) is unable to follow

th -ctuations of c, and the error i.,.-.. If n is large and the

inz t.-t.a'•,Sts are arranged in a uniform array spaced a distance /V apart,

it c..u be argued that the optimum averaging time should be given by

T (18)
0 V

since this is the loIgest averaging time that mnaintair-s the sampling

wii.k"ii ih aren A. I,.pctio, ,f Figure -A:"'c t!.X, the optimum aver-

tI ..- ly -.:rger than

.-. l:-,i--ziy because some

.,: u, , to mak;ý .X-r the lack of information

, A. any event, it ý.E. ctiar that the choice of

".. tun,, 1ate, since one

. ~.:.:rn~i!tg t i ±az,•q:4 in the cloud speed,

an-0 v-, Lu accept a fixed averaging time. In addition, it should

be kept ji:u mind that these results are for a statistically uniform case,

and z.. -.. ,, .n1 t- .. should never be allowcd to become so long that

tie -... .:;portd to the onset oc a new weather condition.
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In general, & (n) depends on both vT//fA and JA/IL. If

we choose T to mininize 6 (n) and let
m

min(n) a n (n) , (19)
vT//A

then 7-, can be significantly less than U(n), the root-mean-square
error .hout averaging. The amount of improvement depends on fA/Im

As /A/lM approaches zero, the optimum averaging time approaches zero,

and no improvement can be obtained. On the other hund, as /AI/m approaches

infinity, 3 2 (n) approaches c (1 - c )/n, whereas a (n) approaches zero.
a a min

Since (n) also approaches zero as JAltm approaches zero, it follows

th:ft r min(n) must reach a peak at some intermediate value of /A/Lm. The

experimental results shown in Figure 7 confirm this prediction, with a

maximum• -rror near /A/t = 4.0 for n = 1 and near JA/IL = 10.0 for n = 4.m m

These results make it clear that the instrument requirements

suggested by Figure 6 are pessimistic. By averaging, one can obtain the

same performance with fewer instruments. In particular, Figure 8 shows

that a root-mean-square error of 0.17 or less can always be obtained with

one instrument, and 0.085 or less can always be obtained with four instru-

ments. Assuming that Cm 2 (n) varies inversely with n, we obtain the
min

instrument/performance curve shown in Figure 9. This represents the best

performance that can be obtained with a set of n ideal vertically-pointing

instrumer~ts.

E. Scanning Instruments

An ideal scanning instrument measures the range r from the

instrument to the intersection of its line of sight with a cloud. By

changin- czhe azimuth angle 0 and the elevation angle 8, many ceiling

height measurements can be obtained from a single instrument (see Figure

10). The basic sampling problem is to determine the number of values

of e ana 0 that are necessary to obtain a given performance.

In the case of a single cloud layer, one scanning instrument

is equivalent to a number of vertically-pointing instruments. If the
th

base height is h, and if the i range reading is taken at elevation 6.1

and azimuth 0., then the equivalent vertically-pointing instruments are
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r and

sitk~.

y, h (21)
tan

Thus, the equivalent instr!ument loc~ations vary with the height

of the cloud layer. If a lixed set of angles e.and VA. are used, then

the equivalent instruments isove away from the origin as the cloud layer

rises. At hJgh enoughi altitudes, the only equivalent linstrument that

wiill remaln within the airport area will be the one corresponding to

I=90'. If only those readings corresponding to equivalent instruments

within the airport area are .ised to estimate cloud aimaownt, then "!7e

effective number cil equivalent in-7trumerts may beciume sr~ail for hiagh

clouds.

An even inore serious problem arises when the clouds aze veryTI low and the equivalent instrument 1ocarioPns are near the origin. In this

case a very snail elevation angle must be used to get 3amples representing

conditions. _-ome aistance oway, nnd arcuracy problems become severe- Since

Thspol~ a ii h fetvns f~esann ntuetalow ceiling heights are of parti;-ular importance to aviation applications,

substitute for several %ertically-pointiag instruments.

Figure 11 iilestrates two different ways to choose elevation

angles. In Figurt. 'a) the angular incr;ements are equal, %.hile in

Figui-. Il(0) the distances between adjacent samples are equal. -the

former method leads to simpler equdipmnent, but results in nonuniform

sampling foi- low cloud layers. These dingrams show scanning in a single

vertical plane. Scanning in three dimensions can be done by scanning in

~everal planes at dirferent azimuth angles. An alternative that i6 aI thr! v-dimensional version of equal- increment sampling is to sample at
points evenly distributed over a hemisphere. The three-dimensional

version of the -qo~al-distance c:ase is to sample at nocints evenly distri-

buted over a horizontai plane.
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"ahe saslivig reE-qlareats are east easily estat'Xxshw%! u~k

sc"-iw:is confined to~ s rertical planpe- For tMe equal- imcrema*=t

ea~se. the angular Increment Wi and the 1 r of rac~e FCaei~s a.-

-det-rained by the performazu* e 4sared and the heights h at i a an t a

ttwe loest and hbighert laiyers of interest. By using the results c-f

Sect ion tll-Eý-2. ne can cv'ifvert the desired performance- into a spiecif..-

cation of the nmbner a of equivalent rertica~ly-poiatimg !est. RAtS

If we let w deniote the width of the airport_ area at the Circa azimuth

jasgle. :hen the requir--mmt that is' leart a sauples of the .-t~hest

iayer fall withie the area leads to the condition

n- 1 Vk (22)

Ammither restriction on X- is that the sampes of the lowest.

cl~zne layer of interest must Include poalats other than tba_ points

esz.en~tialy di rectiv overhead- if we require that one sample be at

the houn-lary of the area and aruother be less tha afn- amay, -zben

we c-biain tbe condition

4k 1

n- - 4 (n-- )(h win (23)

Except for the ca:!es n=2 ant! n=.3, this requirem3ent is usu.-Illy

Nore restrictivie than EC (212)_ Fo-r examo1c, ift n=.5, W=ik)U)VGt

h MAX 5000~ f% and bi " = D1M ft, E4. (22) gives $ 222.5', .%hile

Eq~. (23) giv-es -th -7 1-152- An approxinate guide is that tbe s&311

angle solutloc to Eq. (23)

4-1 /v

z:-3

deternines _P -unless h is so large tha*t 4(n-l) h h 0n-3)
ma" maxmi

and Eq- 1(22) beconies dominant- Exact solutions to EQ. (2:0 3rt showra an

F..ire1.
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Twe :%cst!rauits plave fairly severe concition on '.h*- ust

' a 'Ltrl- scnnxr.c imstrwwrt as a replaceent for n vertically jaaiat-

1 K ms t et s. In adi~tizon tc the samplia pro-Wes, r!her difficulties

ari:Lt she~ ravte rvadims at low elevati-m argles are attempt,,m These

inclu~de ztrfer'emc* br stiuctares and personn~el. atmospheric attenua-

tfr.and the effects k.f irreCularitiesý --4 the rltud base. If a suin~e

sca-mmnCz !1truxez is tic be zx.-ed, It sill Probably be necessary t--

acc-apt Zhv fact that the effective area c-rered for 1tva ceiling condi-

ti-n =zs tw reducvcc
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IV CIM)D B•SE-HEIGHT ESTIMATION

A. Introduct-on

The estimation of clou6 bhae heights introduces thr-e nex

parameters, the mean base height h, the base-height standard devsation

b# and the base-height correlation distance d. With our model, the

heig.- - f the base of the cioud above a point (xy) is assun~d t. be a

randon variable h(xy) with mean ii and variance j 2 . The correlatiaon
b

coefficient for values of h or'asured at two points a distjnce apart

is given by e~rp-'d3.

The problem of base height estimation for a sirgle layer is

to estimate h from a series of readings of h(x,y). The ;stination of

3 b is also of some interest, since that parameter neasures the irregu-

larity cf the cloud base. .•Wwever, the primary problem is to determine

h. An analysis for the case of a single cloud laver is given in

Appendix E.

Wlen several layers are present, the pr-hlem becomes more

complicated. Ia this case, the problem is to separate the readings

f-rom the different layers. Onace this is done, the mean base height

for each layer can be estimated. In addition, the separation of readings

according to layers allows the estimation of the clout! caount in layers.

The simplest of alL situations is the case of a single layer

of ten-tenths cloud corer. In this case, one can assu•me that the proba-

bility density ftuction p(h) for a height reading h is norala:

p(h) ex (I5)
2 Xu2

If we obtain n successive readings h, ... ,h, then n and can be

estimated by computing the sample mean

h = - h. (26)
ni=i

and the sample variance

.2 1 r. ;)
C b l (h3 i
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reý-pectively. If the readings are independfently distributed according
- .2

tco Eq. (25), then it is well knoen that h converges to h and bcon-
b

verges to '-b with probability one as n approaches infinity.

Unfortunately, this approach is not valid in all situations

of interest. At least four complicating factors can arise:

(1) There may be holes in the cloud layer.

'2) There m3Ly be correlation between successive readings.

(3) There may oe time variations In h and j.-

(4) ,Ihere aav be more than one cloud layer.

The presence of sev-eral of these factors in combination may

be much more serious than their presenre singly. For example, the me.-e

presence of holes in an otlerwise uniform, single layer causes no prob-

lems beyond the occasional absence -if readings. Similarly, -orrelation

betwev-.n successive readi•gs by itself presents no fundamental problem,

but nereiy slows the convergence of h to and to z The presence

of thyth of these factors togethe: can be more botbersomae. Suppose, for

example, thalt a hole interrupts a series of correlated readings hi, ... Chn_1
th

and that an n r_*ading bh is finally obtained. If enough time has elapsedn

so tiat h is essentially an independent reading, it is clear that itn

should receive rore weight than the earlier readings, and not the equal-

wei.ht provided by Eq. (26). A derivation of the optimumn weighting is

couplicated ever when si. le Varkov dependence can bee assum-ed, and

requ-i-os ýrnowledge of the correlati(ý;i coefficient for successive readings.

Probably the n-ost seriPus co-binmtion of conditizns in prac-

tice is t.he simultaneous presence of holes and muitiple layers-. While

this situation -_an be coaplicated further by adding correlation and time

variation, the besic probil of this combination is that one can no

longer a~sure that h has a normal distribution. Instead, p(h) becomes

a mixture of normal densities, one for each layer. To state this for-

mtally, let

L = number of cloud layers,

c, = cloud arount for k layer,

Pk(h) = p.-obability density function for height readings
for kth layer,

4t)



• =mean cloud height for k layer,

%nd
2 th

hk = cloud-helght variance for k layer.

We assume that Ok can be interpreted 2- the probability that the ktnt

layer will contain a cloud directly over the instrument, and that events

ih different layers occur independentiy. Under this assumption, the

p•obability that the instrument sees through holes in the first k-I

layers and detects a hole in the tth layer is given by*

i k-11 (28)

k (1-c.) k=2,...,L.

Then, ignoring the cases in which no cloud is detected, the law of total

prcbability y1-elds

L
p(h) S pk(h) P k (29)

k=-lk k

This result, which shows that p(h) is a mixture of the proba-

bility density functions for each layer, is valid even if the component

densities Pk(h) are not normal. If no parametric assumpticns can be sade

about the component densities, then all one can do is to estimate p(h)

Note that this equation can be inverted to yield

P I k=1

Ck -k

k-i k=2 . . ., L

1 - 7 P,1
i=1 

I

However, it is the probability Pk' and not the cloud amourst ck% that

constitutes the conventional report of cloud amount in the kth layer.
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and Perhaps associate its modes (local maxima) with layers. If the com-

ponent densities can be assumed to be normal, then the problem is to

process the measurements hl, .,hn to determine the number of layers L,

and the cloud amount Pk mean base height hk, and base height variance
2

bk for each layer. We shall consider first the case in which no para-

metric assumptions are possiule.

B. Nonparametric Techniques for Density Estimation

Several nonparametric techniques are available for estimating

probability density functions, including the Parzen window method (Parzen,

1962), the k -nearest-neighbor method (Loftsgaarden and Quesenberry, 1965),n

and the orthogonal-series method (Tarter and Kronmal, 1968). The Parzen

window method is a generalizdtion of the histogram idea, and is the

simplest computationally. The k -nearest-neighbor method has somen
theoretically appealing properties, as does the orthogonal series method.

However, because of their practical limitations, we shall discuss the

former only briefly, and the latter not at all.

I. The Parzen Window Method

Let hl,...,h be a set of n samples independently andn
identicaily distriimted according to the unknown density p(h), and let

'(u) be any function satisfying

f(u) 2 0 , (30)

F f(u) du= 1 (31)

and

- 2f(u) du < w (32)

Then the Parzen window estimate for p(h) is given by

(h) f n , (33)
Pn n n n n

where w is a parameter known as the window width. If w is smalln n

compared to the typical distance between adjacent samples, p n(h) is
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irregular, with a local peak at each sample. If wn is large, p n(h) is

a smooth, "out-of-focus" estimate of p(x). If the number of samples is

fixed, one must settle for a value of w that gives a best compromisen

between an estimate that is too erratic and one that lacks resolution.

If the number of samples is not fixed, one can let w become smallern

as n gets larger, thereby gaining resolution without sacrificing stabil-

ity. In theory, it can be shown that if w approaches zero as n approachesn

infinity in such a way that nwn approaches infinity, then p n(x) converges

to p(x) in the mean-square sense at all points where p(x) is continuous

(Parzen, 1962). An example of a window width that satisfic.• Lhese con-

ditions is wn = w/n'--n.

To see how this method might perform in practice, we used

the model to generate ceiling height data for a three-layer problem having

the following parameter values:

Layer c1 Pi h(m) Wbi (T)

1 .333 .333 500 e0

2 .500 .333 600 20

2 I.O0 .333 640 20

A sample of 180 readings taken at one-minute intervals

is st,-:i Jr Figure 13. The lower layer at 500 meters is clear to the

eye, L.u' it is harder to discriminate between the upper two layers.

When osc data were used with a rectangular window function, f(u) = 0.5

for -i L u S 1 and zero elsewhere, and with w = 100//n, the resultsn

shown in Figure 14 were obtained. (For clarity, the curves for succes-

sive values of n are displaced along the ordinate.) Note that the lower

mode becomes visable after 30 samples, but even after 180 samples the

structure of the data is not clear.

The use of a triangular window function, f(u) = 1-jul

for -1 • u 9 1 and zero elsewhere, gave curves having a smoother appear-

ance (see Figure 15), but again the trimodal structure was not clearly

revealed. Considerable improvement was obtLined by fixing the window

width at w = 25 meters (Figure 1C) and by adding readings from two

n
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other simulated instrumrents (Figure 17). Under these conditions, the

lower layer at 500 meters could be separated reliably from the upper

two layers, but it was impossible to separate the upper layers by inspec-

tion. This last result could have been anticipated by the 'a~t that

the sum of two normal densities whose means differ by two or less than

two standard deviations has only one local maximum.

2. The k -Nehrest-Ncighbor Method

The Parzen window method has been criticized rin the -rounds

that the resailts 3btained for finite n depend so strongly on the ch,:Ace

of the window functiort f(u) an'e the window width w . The k -nearest-
n n

neigbbor method avoids this %rbilrariness. To estimate p(n) at a partic-

ular value of h, one finds the k sampleE neazest to h, where k is an n

specified function of it usually ,jn. Of these k nearest neighbors, let
n

h' be -the sample iarthest from h. Then the k -nearest-neighccor estimate

is

pn(h) = 2!h-h'i (34)

It can be shown that if k approaches infinity as nn

approaches infinity in such a way that k n/n approaches zero, then p n(h)

converges to p(h) in probability at all points where p(h) is continuous

(Loftsgaarden and Quesenberry. 1965). Thus, the k -neignbor-method is
n

a conceptually simple, convergent, general nonparametric method for

estimating density ±unctions. Unfortunately, when the k -nearest-
n

neighbor method was programmed, the computation of p (h) turned out to

be quite time-consuming, and the results obtained had no evident advai-

tage for ceiling-height estimation. Figure 18 shows the k -nearest
n

neighbor estimate of p(h) based on the data of our previous example.

While modes can be found by finding height intervals for which p(h)

exceeds some threshold, nearly the same results can be obtained with

the Parzen-window method with considerably less computation.
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C. Analysis of Normal Mixtires

In recent years, the problem of analyzing a ,mlixture r?"nsity

L
p(h) L pk(h) Pk (29)

k=l

to find the component densiti.s pk(b) and the mixing probabilities P -

has received considerable aztention. Some authors have investigated

the problem of extracting the component densities when the mixture

density is known extnctly (Medgyessy, 1961). Others hive analyzed the

more difficult problem where only samples drawn from p(h) are available

(Stanat, 1968; Wolfe, 1970). Wolfe derives general equations for maxi-

mum likelihood estimates of the unknown parameters, assuming that the

number L of components is known. In the special case where pk(h) is a

normal density with mean ik and variance 2bk , his equations yield the

following conditions on the estimates:

nk P(kjh4 , (35)

n
i=1

1k 1 P(kjh.) (36)

nP ki=l

2 1 n 2^
b= n (hi-hk) P(kjh.) (37)

bk k i=l

where P is the estimate of P ' is the estimate of is 2
k 2k 'k 10, bk h2

estimate of Cbk , and P(klh) is given by

Pk(h) Pk

P(kjh) = L .(38)

E p 11i) P
J=l

These equations have a simple physical interpretation.

P(klh) iri the probability that a height reading h came from sensing the

kth cloud layer. Roughly speaking, the estimate of Pk given by Eq. (35)
th

is the fraction of readings com' ng frovn the k, layer; since wCe ,hQV4,"
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know for sure winch layer gave rise to reading hip the fraction is

computed uwing the probabilities P(kh t). The quantity nPk is essen-

tially our esttmate of the number of readings that came from the kth

layer. Thus Eqs. (36) and (37) can be interpreted as Eqs. (26" and

(27) mcified to account for our uncertainty as to the layer for reading

h..
i

Unfortunately, the solution of these equations is complicated

greatly by the fact that the unknown estimates are involved in the com-

putation of P(klh), Wolfe suggests some iterative procedures, but it

is clear that their performance depends crucialiy on obtaining good ini-

tial values for the unknown quantities. If the means I1 are widely

separated relative to the stardard deviations 7bk' then various cluster-

ing procedures can be used to obtain the initial estimates. Although

these procedures are heuristic and lack demonstrably provable optimal

properties, they may provide a cc, lete practical solution to the problem.

D. Clustering

The literature on clustering is quite extensive, with a number

of special procedures having been developed to meet the needs of particu-

lar problems. Excellent surveys of this work have been given by Ball (1965)

and Sneath (1969). Many of these procedures can be described as iterative

methods for partitioning the data to minimize a criterion function. We

shall examine three such techniques that use the pooled sample variance

as a criterion function.

1. The Pooled Sample Variance

Suppose that we partition our set of n samples (hl, ... , h a

into g subsets or clusters C1 ,...,C . Let n. be the number of elements

th
in the i cluster, and define the sample mean h. and the sample scatter1

th
•, for the i cluster by1

1 ~hh 1 h (39)
hi i i he

and

h~.,.

22

%I= (h- )(]))=h
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respectively. The pooled sample scatter S and the pooled sample var]Lanc,.
p

5 for this partition ei the data are defined as
p

^ 2s 2 ( ,1 )
sp

i=l

and

^2 1 2
C Y - s , (42)

p n-i p

respectively. The pooled sample variance is a measure of the variability

associated with the partitioned data. A general goal is to find that

partitioning that minimizes this criterion function.

It should be noted that the minimum value of 6 dependsP

on the number g of clusters. If g = n, i.e., if each measurement is a
^22

cluster, then a = 0. If g = 1, then 6 is merely the sample varianceP P

for all of the data. In general, it can be shown that the minimum

value of a 2 is a monotonically nondecreasing function of the number of
p

clusters.

2. Hierarchical Clustering

No computationally feasible solution is known for the

problem of partitioning n samples into g clusters so that a is mini-
p

mized. (Exhaustive procedures that consider all possible groupings

are not computationally feasible.) A number of heuristic methods have

been suggested that seem to give good results, although the partitions

obtained are not always optimal. Among the simplest of these are tle

so-called hierarchical clustering procedures (Sokal and Sneath, 1963;

Johnson, 1967). These procedures form a sequence of clusterings start-

ing with the origiaal data viewed as a set of n clusters and ending

with all the data in one cluster. The step from g clusters to g - 1

clusters s made by measuring a distance between all pairs of clusters

and merging the closest pair. Once the members in two clusters are

Joined, they are never separated in subsequent steps. This greatly

reduces the number of partitions that need to be con,'idered, and leads

to the hierarchical structure in the jequence ot clusterings.
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In the case of .eiling height data, the following

hierarchical clustering scheme is very effective.

(1) Initially, order the samples so that h I h ..2 h

Let g = n, Ci = (h i, ni = 1, and h. - h .i = 1, .. ,, n.

This corresponds to n singleton clusters.

(2) Measure the g - 1 distances between pairs of adjacent

sample means. Let hI and be the closest pair.

(3) Merge C. and C . Mathematically, replace C. by

Cj U C and delete C
j k k*

(4) Update the sample mean by replacing ii. by
AJ(n h + nk k)/(nj + n).

J J

(5) Update the counters by replacing g by g - 1, replacing

n. by n i + nk' and deleting nk.

(6) If g = 1, stop. Otherwise, return to Step 2.

Here we have used the distance between sample means as a

measure of the distance between clusters, and we have taken advantage of

the one-dimensional character of the data to rtduce the comparisons from

the g(g - 1)/2 possible pairs of clusters to the - I adjacent pairs.

The computation required is very straightforward, with this descriptioi.

of the procedure amounting to a flow chart for the program.

Intuitively, it is clear that by combining closest clusters

we are tending to partition the data so as to minimize the pooled sample

variance. However, it is not hard to find examples for which the iesulting

clusters are not optimum. There is a simple modification of this procedure

that selects clusters Cj and Ck so that the pooled sample variance after

merging is minimized. If we let ý 2(g) denote the pooled sample variance
p

before merging, then it is not hard to show that

2 2 aL 6 -(43)
p p n-I nj+nk (j k

22
rhus, no matter which pair of clusters we merge, A (g-l)> . (i). |1ow-

p p
over, %%L can minimize" the increase in tit, ponl(d sample variance by

-. etect I n he pair of clusters fi!r which tht. .tquaro(S "distance"
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2= nm j~ n2
d 2 n -n '1k)2 (44)djk = J~nk j k

is minimum. If all of the clusters had the same number ,'f elements, this

corresponds to selecting the pair whose sample means are closest. When

the clusters have different sizes, this criterion favors the growth of

the larger clusters.

To use this rule as stated, it is necessary to compute
2

d 2 for all g(g-l)/2 pairs of cluster. However, it is not hard to show
Jk 2

that the sample means for which dJk is minimum are adjacent. Thus, our
Jk 2

previous procedure will yield the minimum increase in 6 2 at each stepp
if the distances measured in Step 2 are computed by Eq. (44).

3. Hierarchical Splitting

Hierarchical clustering schemes have the disadvantage

that even if one is only interested in partitiorlng the data into two

clusters, it Is necessary to consider n clusters, n-l clusters, n-2

clusters, etc. Hierarchical splitting procedures attempt to achieve

similar results by starting with the data as one cluster and repeatedly

splitting clusters in two.

The first problem we face is the selection of the cluster

to split. Since our goal is to partition the data so as to minimize
2

the sum of the scatters s., it is reasonable to select the cluster for

which s 2is maximum. A computationally more costly altrnative is to

make trial splits of every cluster, selecting that cluster that ulti-

mately yields the greatest reduction in the sum of scatters.

The second problem we face is the decision of how to

split the cluster. With multivariate data, this problem is so severe

that hierarchical splitting methods are rarelv if ever used. However,

with urivariate data, such as that provided by ceiling-height measure-

ments, an exhaustive approac'. can be considered. Let us !.onsider only

those partitions of clusturs formed by picking a critical value h*. If

the cluster to be split coitains m members, then it can be partitioned

into two clusters )r m-I ways. For each . f these partitions we compute

Lne s'um of the two sample scatter values given by Eq. (40) , The 13est

partition is the one that minintizes this sum.
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I. Norhik-,archical Splitting

With hierarchical splitting, oncte a bmandarv between twu

c!ust-rs is establi iheId, it is never changed. This prevents the pro-

c_,dure fron, finding the min imum-pooled-s ample-variance solutti-n %lhen

there are three ur more clusters. Improved results can be obtained by

readjusting all of the boundaries between clusters after each splitting.

Let ht be the boundarv between cluster C. and C, i : 1, ... , g - 1."i 1 i l

Then the splitting procedure that we investigated can be described as

'4ol ows:

(1) Initially, let g*=l and let C1 be the entire data

set.

(2) Make trial splits to find the cluster C. for which
.. 2 - 2 .2.
SiL SiR is minimum, where s is the sample scatter2 iLishesmesatr

for the left half and s is the sample scatter for

the right half of C_.. Let h* be the location of

the boundary that best splits that cluster.

(3) Increase g* by 1 and insert h* in thie sequence of

boundaries.

(-1) Starting at h* and working outward alternately to

the left and right, adjust each boundary hl* to best
1

split C. and C.1. i-+-l^

(5) Repeat Step 4 until no further reduction in 7 isP

obtained.

(6) If g* = g, stop. Otherwise, increase L* by one and

return to Step 2.

Thus, with this proced-re, all of the boundaries between

clusters are adjusted until no furttier pairwise improvement in performance

can be achieved. This still does not guarantee a minimum-pooled-sample-

variance solution, but it usually results in better performance than can

be obtained by hierarchical splitting.

5. Mode Seeking

Another popular class of clustering procedures is the

so-called me-de-seeking procedures. They include the k-mieans metiiod

(Mac.4icen, 1967), and isodata method (Ball and Hall, 1967), and several

related methods (Rogurs and Tanimoto, 1960; Sebostycu, 1966). Al ý of
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these methods can be viewed as simplified versiu;ns of.' Wol Fe's pr',ce~ltrc

for estimating the parameters of normal mixtures. Ti'e foliowing is a

typical mode-seeking procedure:

(1) Pick an initial set of V cluster centers n,

(2) Partition the rY samples into g clusters, with h e Ci

if .h-hJ :• Ih-ijI for j = 1 to g. Let n. denote the

number of samples in C.
1

(3) Recompute the hi by Fq. (39).

(4) If the hi are unchanged, stop. Otherwise, return to

Step 2.

Compared to the hierarchical schemes described previously,

this procedure has the advantage that it works with a fixed number of

cluster centers. The iterative adjustment of the boundaries resulting

from adjusting the sample means is much simpler than the exhaustive com-

putation required by the nonhierarchical splitting method. However,

the results obtained depend strongly on the initial set of cluster

centers.

One of tho best ways te find an initial set of cluster cen-

ters is to use the results of hiera-.hical clustering or splitting

procedures. A simpler but poorer approach is to make a random selection

from the set of n samples. A third approach involves the use of a

parameter Ah, w-Lich is interpreted to mean the smallest allowed distance

between distinct cloud layers. Letting g* denote the number of cluster

centers .elected at an intermediate stage, we can describe the process

of finding g centers as follows:

(1) Initially set g* = 1, fi = hit n]. =]k = 1, and set

n = 9 for i = 2 to g.

(2) Increase k by one. If k > n, stop; otherwise read ht.

(3) Compute ei = hk - hi for i = 1 to g*. Let Iel Le the

smallest lej.

(4) If leln < Ah or if g* = g, increase ni by k,;ie, increas.c

M by e m/nm, and return to Step 2m m

(5) Otherwise, increase g* by one, set h1 h-z sct

ng, = 1, and return to Step 2.
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Clearly, this in itself is another clustering procedure.

To describe it in words, it uses the first sample as a trial cluster

center'. As long as successive readings h k are within ti of tihe first

cluster, they are just averaged in with previous readings. When a read-

ing greater th&n �h away is encountered, it forms a second cluster

center. In general, a new cluster center is formed whenever a new read-

ing is more than Ah away from all of the previous cluster centers.

One of the main advantages of this procedure is that it

operates sequentially, and is well suited to processing data in real

time. One can readily think of variants of this approach, in which,

for example, cluster centers that have not been updated recently are

deleted, or in which the updating in Step 4 is modified to give more

weight to more recent readings. The chief disadvantage of thiE method

is its dependence on the parameter Ah. If Mh is too small, too many

clusters will be formec, whereas if Ah is too large the opposite will

be true. When we gensrate data with the model, we know the value of

Ah that will work. One is not so lucky with real data, and a valid

evaluation of this method can only be done experimentally without fore-

knowledge of the data.

E. Experimental Results

To compare the density Bstimation and clustering techniques,

a series of experiments were perfermed using data gener- ted by the model

and measured ceiling height Uata sdpplied to us by the National Weather

Service Test and Evaluation Laboratory. The two clustering methods used

were the nonhierarchir-al spiiLting methoc described in Section IV-D-4, and

the hierarchical clustering method described in Section IV-D-2. The former

was believed to represent an exhaustive ,uethod that should give the best

results, while the latter was believed to represent a computationally

simple method that would be an attractive candidate in practice.

1. Nonhierarchical Splittiný.

The nonhierarchical splitting nrocedjre was progranmied

and applied to the same data used to demonstrate the Parzen window and

k -nearest-neighbor procedures. This corresponded to a three-layer
n

proo:em with layers at 500, 600 and 640 meters, each layer having a

20-meter standard deviacion. The a samples were the 18() cunsecutive

r-.adings sh-wn in F'igre 13.
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When the splitting procedure was appllj d, thC re-I ults

shown in Figure 19 were obtained. As expected, the pooled standard

deviation & decreased with the number of clust:ers. W,'ith all the data
p

grouped in one cluster, the sample mean was at 572 meler, .,nd a was
P

63 meters. With the data split into three clusters, the .;ample means

were at 501, 598, and 644 meters, and 3 %as 16.3 meters. These sample
p

means are quite close to the true means, but the pooled sample standard

deviation is significantly less than the standard deviat.i n for the

individual layers; this is a common result of partitioning, which trans-

fers samples far from the mean to another cluster. Of the 180 samples,

73 were in the first cluster, 53 in the second, and 54, in the third.

Thus, the sample probabilities P. for each layer were 0.406, 0.294, and1

0.300. The deviations from the true values of 0.333 for each layer are

not statistically significant.

While the results obtained by splitting the data into

three clusters are in good agreement with the model, in practice one

does not know a priori how many cloud layers exist. There are no gen-

erally accepted criteria for determining the number of clusters in a
9

set of data. Wolfe suggests continuing the subdivision until a X-test

indicates that the reduction in pooled sample variance is not statisti-

cally significant (Wolfe, 1970), Ball and ]fall observe that if a uniform

probability density is divided into g clusters, then th(e priled sample

standard deviation will be reduced by a factor of' , so that one \(ould

expect at least this much improvement even in tht. ab'ence of a;.y struc-

ture in the data (Ball and HaJl, 1970). They suggest thal tIhL- optimum

value for g is the one that minimizes g .
P

This criterion fails with our data )eeause the roductie,n

in 3 in going from one cluster to two is so LreaL that Ihli addi .ionail,

significant improvement in going from two cIIu.tolrs Lo thre11-0c is Imat

detected. Hlowever, the criterion carl also he app lijod iniridtit ally by

asking that the 3 (gil) obtained fox g+l clustemis 1e less than

g& (g)/(g+l), the valule mne would obtain froin a Iini t i 'ln k.cIsit . Thu.s,

to continue cL.ustering, -' (2) m"ist bk ls.• than .-1 (1), ; i, .

less than 0 c (2) etc. Ail empirically d-.rixed in- i i ip -Ii p(.n , h -,
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criterion i1 to ask that a (g-l) be less than g (7 (g)/(g+().8) . This

latter criterion was successful in almost. all of our e:xperiments, and

is the one we recommend.

However, it should be pointed out that in ) 'actice one

might want to use other criteria, or to impose additional conditions.

For example, one might insist on splitting a cluster if the sample

standard deviation for samples in that cluster is too great. The simple

criterion "keep splitting clusters until C is less than 20 meters" alsop

worked well with our data. Since angular inaccuracies wili ma';e ceilo-

meter readings for high clouds more vaciable, ,,ne wight want to make any

such threshold a function of height. We mention these alternatives to

point out that our study was nit exhaustive, and further m,.difications

may be needed for an actual automatic system.

2. Hierarchical Clustering

The hierarchical clustering procedure described in Sec-

tion IV-D-2 was also programmed and applied to the model dala. The results

of this experiment are shown in Figure 20. Considerin,- the simplicity

of the technique, it is remarkable that the resuilts are so similar to

those obtained by the more exhaustive nonhic-rarchical splitting procedure.

The pooled sample variance values are slightly higher and the sample

means are slightly different, with a distinctly different fur-cluster

partitioning, but the overall results are essentdtallv the laie. The

following table summarizes numerical. values for the t hrue-cluster

solution.

True V"lut-;

i h. (m) n. P. II (mI) P

101 71, 10 00 13l 501 I 73] .,06 So'0 33

2 0.1 69 .383 6;u . J3,

3 6530 38 .211 6.10 .3 *•
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As before, these results were obtained by clustering

all 180 sample.,;. To determine the effect of the sample size, the clus-

tering procedure was repeated using the first 5, IC, 20, 40. 80, and 160)

samples. FIgur,• 21 shows that behavior stabilized when between 4C and

80 samples had been received. By the time 80 samples had been received,

all three layers :,&& been firmly detected. This agress with the results

of estimating the probability density function. It also makes sense with

reference to Figure 13, which shows that until the twenty-fourth sample

no data had been obtained from the lowest layer, and only four of the

first 40 samples came from this layer.

The hierarchical clustering procedure was also applied

to some measured ceiling-height data supplied to us by the National

Weather Service Test and Evaluation Laboratory (Lefkowitz, 1970). We

selected three data periods that seemed to show qualitatively ciffereiit

characteristics. Figure 22 shows the data from period 50-69 for RBC-],

a rotating-beam ceilometer with a 400-ft. baseline. Figure 23 shows

more variable data from period 49-69 for RBC-3, which had an 800-ft.

baseline. Figure 24 shows even more variable data from. period 17-70

for RBC-1; only the primary returns, indicated by the circled data

points, were used, although one might also want to consider thr- inclu-

sion of secondary returns.

The results of clustering these data are shown in

Figure 25. Using the criterion that & b(g+l) had to be less than

gab(c),/(g+0.8), we obtained the following results:

Data Period No. of Layers f h1(ft.) P.

50-69 1 799 65 1.000

49-69 1 1370 45 .693

17-70 2 225 61 .6-12

1542 34 .358

A total of 65 readings were made during the period.
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In the case of data period 49-69, the decision that

there was only one layer was a marginal one; if two layers had been

selected, they would have been located at 1165 ft. and 1429 ft. A

longer data record would be needed to make a firm choice between these

alternatives.

F. Remarks

This investigation of density estimation and clustering pro-

cedures was concerned with ways of processing ceilometer data to obtain

information about the number of cloud layers, the average height of

each layer, and the cloud amount in layers. The problem was shown to

be one of analyzing a mixture distribution, a problem that has no com-

putationally simple solution.

A simple hierarchical clustering procedure was shown to be

quite effective on data generated by the model, and gave reasonable

results for a small sample of real ceilometer data. Thus, the basic

feasibility of this kind of objective data processing was established.

However, a few problems must be solved before the technique can be used

routinely in practice. These include the following:

(1) Verification that the criterion for determining the

number of layers gives the desired results.

(2) Determination of the needed number of samples for valid

clustering. The number needed for valid clustering may

not be the same as the optimum number to average for

cloud amount estimation.

(3) Possible modification of the procedure to ensure stable

results as a function of time.

The first two problems require fairly extensive experimenta-

tion with actual ceilometer data, but are not expected to call for any

major changes in the procedure. The third problen, is potentially more

difficult. Most of the clustering procedures ignore the fact that the

data arrive in time sequence, and that it might be desi'rable to find

and to track simple trends. Thus, in a period during which the cloud

base height is becoming steadily lower, a clustetrirg procedure might

well de3cribe the sky as containing two or more cloud layers. If the
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time period for clustering is kept short enough to prevent this behavior,

there is the danger that the sky description will become erratic as

layers are seen, forgotten, and seen again. Serious problems of this

sort could require additional research directed at solving thii particu-

lar problem.

G. Instrument Limitations

Although the cloud/instrument model can simulate both the sky

conditions and the physics of the instruments, the physics of the instru-

meni6 were ignored in this study. In general, the physical limitations

introduce systematic and random inaccuracies that reduce the performance

that can be achieved. Three classes of problems can be distinguished:

(1) Measui-ement accuracy

(2) Failure to detect clouds

(3) Detection of false signals.

Measurement accuracy for a rotating-beam ceilometer is

affected by several factors, such as the base line distance, the cone

angles, and the levelling of the instrument. The problems of measuring

the heights of high clouds by triangulation are well known. In general,

an inaccuracy in measurement will introdtcit the same inaccuracy in the

resulting calculation of cloud base height, whether it is calculcated by

averaging or by clustering.

Failure to detect clouds and the detection of false clouds

are both related to the problem of interpreting the waveform produced

by the instrument. The basic problem is one of detecLing a signal in

the presence of noise. The physical design of the instrument can enhance

the signal by increasing the power of the transmitted signal, increasing

the sensitivity of the eeceiver, or modulating the signal to distinguish

ic from noise. Similariy, the instrument design can minimize noise

through the use of filters, care to avoid vibration, etc. Nevertheless,

thermal noise, photon noise, and interference of various kinds are

always present, and any automatic system must be able to cope with

detection errors of' bth kinds.
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Failure to detect a cloud that is present has obvious effects:

cloud amount estimates are too low, and cloud height estimates are more

uncertain than they need be, However, a small percentage detection

failure does not cause serious problems.

The "detection" of nonexistent clouds causes much more serious

problems. These false alarms are cm;,,nonly due to electrical interference,

solar interference, or precipitation (e.g., the rairbow effect). To the

extent that these causes yield typical patterns, it should be possible

to program the automatic system to check for and eAminate taem. For

example, interference might lead to clustering prod,,cing an abnormally

high number of clusters, or an abnormally high pooled sample standard

deviation. Rainfall leads to a spurious response at a height correspon-

ding to an elevation angle of 490 that a computer program can be Llert

for. Snow leads to strong responses down to near zero elevation angle.

If temperature and rainfall information is also available to the proces-

sing program, many of these false responses ca,. be eliminated. This

suggests that the writing of the p-.ogram for processing ceilometer data

should be done in conjunction with people who are intimately familiar

with the characteristics of the iiistrument, and have data illustrating

its behavior.
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V DETERMINATION OF INSTRUMENT C•IARACTERISTICS

A. System Configuration

There are several ways to usa the theoretical results of

this report to determine instrument and data processing renuirements

for an autoratic system for cloud-amount and ceiling-height measure-

ment. These -lternatives make it difficult to provide a summary that

is both simple and complete. In this section the theoretical results

are used to provide design curves for a system of multiple vertically-

pointing instruments that uses adaptive time averaging and hierarchical

clustering. While this is not the only kind of system to which the

theory could be Rpplied, it is an important one thLt illustrates the

theory well.

The basic components of this system are illustrated in

Figure 26. The n ceilometers are synchronized vertically-pointing

instruments, each of which provides a ceiling-height reading every AT

seconds. It is assumed that the output of each ceilometer is a voltage

that gives the detector response as a function of time, and that by

calibration, the relations between time, beam angle, and cloud height

are known. The multiplexer samples each instrument in turn, returning

to the first instrument in a small fraction of 6T. It also samples

an anemometer that suppli.es wind speed values; these can be adjusted

by theoretical means to give the cloud -needs used in determining the

averaging time for cloud amount and cloud height determination. Cloud

speeds may also be obtained by inference from the wind data obtained

from upper air soundings.

Consider a rotating-beam ceilometer that sweeps 180° in time AT and

has a baseline 'a." To obtain Ph percent accuracy at height h the

multiplexer must return in time (T m)

Ph ha
ATM __a br

m lOOr h2 2
h a

For five percent accuracy at h = 5000 ft. with a = 409 ft., Yr rm

0.0013 &T.
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The minicomputer has several tasks. For each instrument

it maintainas a table (or, to be more exact, a circular list) of the

ceiling height readings for the last T seconds. It uses these tables

to compute, record, and display the results of averagin[g to obtain

cloud amount, and the results of clustering to determine the number of

layers, th'e cloud amount in layers, and the base height of each iayer.

Each time (LT ) the minicomputer is ii.terrupted by a ccilometer
m

reading, it checks that reading to see if a maximum response (presence

of clouds) has been obtained. Every LT seconds it updates the tables

'or each instrument, replacing the oldest readings with the newest ones.

Each time it is interrupted by the anemometer, it updates the wind

speed record. This is corrected to estimate cloud speed and periodically

used to adjust the averaging time for cloud-amount and base-height

determination. Finally, the minicomputer may be called upon to provide

permanent records and summary statistics as desired. These can be

listed on the teletype and/or punched on paper tape for processing elsewhere.

It should be emphasized that this report is concerned with

theoretical requirements, not system design, and other system configur-

ations should be considered. In particular, the computer hardware

requirements can be very sensitive to the display and output require-

ments, the procedures for servicing interrupts, and the way that the

computational programs are coded. However, the theory does provide

alsolute minimum computational requirements needed to achieve a speci-

fied level of performance.

B. Specifications, Characteristics, and Parameters

The theory developed in this report relates three sets of

quantities: performance specifications, instrument and processing

parameters, and cloud parameters. These are listed explicitly below.

(1) Performance specifications

(a) Root-mean-square error in estimating
cloud amount 0

c
(b) Root-mean-square error in estimating

cloud base height CT

(c) Area to be covered A
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(2) Instrument and processing requirements

(a) Number of instruments n

(b) Instrument configuration

(Ce) Sampling interval AT

(d) Averaging time T

(e) Duta processing requirements

(3) Cloud parameters

(a) Mean cloud length .0

(b) Cloud amount c
a

(c) Cloud speed v

(d) Mean base height R

(e) Base-height standard deviation b

(f) Base-height correlation distance d

In the remainder of this section we will show how the per-

formance specifications and the cloud parameters together determine

the instrument and processing requirements. Although we restrict

our attention to the spec.fic system illustrated in Figure 26, the more

general applicability of our results should be clear. We will show how

different decisions regarding performance specifications and cloud

parameters lead to different instrument and processing requirements.

We now consider each of these requirements in turn.

C. Number of Instruments

If no time averaging is employed, the number (n) of instru-

ments needed to achieve a specified error in 3stimating cloud amount

(& ) depends on the cloud amount (c a), the area (A), and the mean
ca

cloud length (A M). We will only consider the worst case, where c =m a

0.5, keeping in mind that better performance will be achieved if c a

is near zero or one. Figure 6 shows the relation between n, & (5 onc

this figure), and 7/1/ '. In general, this figure indicates the need

for either a large number of instruments or time averaging.

To simplify the consideration of time averaging, we assume

that the cloud speed (v) can be measured and used to determine the

averaging time. Although Eq. (18) indicates the existence of an opti-

mum. averaging time, it can call for a long period if v is small. This
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can prevent the system from being able to respond to sudden changes in

conditions. To accommodate this problem, we introduce a new parameter,

the maximum allowed averaging time T . We assume that the actualmax

averaging time is computed according to

T LA i f v >/A
v T

max

or (45)

T T if v A S
max T ax*max.

so that the averaging time never exceeds Tmax

The choice of a value for T is basically a trade offmax

between the desired time of response and cost for a given performance.

This in turn involves how rapidly ceiling conditions can deteriorate

at a given airport and how important this is. Too short a T timemax

may yield unrepresentative results, or may require an increased number

of instruments to achieve representative results. Our graphs show the

effects of different choices for T on instrument requirements; inmax

our examples we use T = 0.1 hr., which seems to be a reasonablemax

choice.

Figure 7 shows how averaging reduces the RPiS error n (n).

Note that the case T = 0 corresponds to no averaging, and the resulting

RMS error is exactly the 6 of Figure 6. With the use of time averaging,

6 m(n) = 6 c'the specified RMS error. For simplicity, in the range
m cy

vT//fA < 1, we approximate the curves in Figure 7 by

d 1 - v + (46)

The procedure for finding the number of instrumeats is then

straightforwvard, and involves the following steps:

(1) Select a value for the maximum alloued 161S error -
C

(2) Select a value for the maximum allowed aver-aging time
T

max
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(3) Select a value for the area A to be covered.

(4) D)etermine the minimum cloud speed v and the minimum
cloud length I of interest at the particular area.

(5) Compute vTMa

(6) I f vT a > /A, ).e t 8 = 2(7C- otherwise use the formula

26
CTC (47)

/ vT ma 2

(7) Use this 6 and th3 value of V'A/ll to obtain n from,
Figure 6.m

To illustrate the results of this computation, a series of

design curves were obtained in this way. A value of 0.15 was selected

for cý since this corresponds fairly well to the nerformance of human
cy

observersý (Galligan, 1953). Ranges of values were used for the other

parameters, leading to the results shown in Figure 27. For a specific

case, consider an 800 ft. by 4000 ft. area (/A = 0.34 mi.; located in

a region where time averaging should be limited to T mx= 0.1 hr. and

clouds as small as I I 0.05 mi. are important. Thus vT mx= 0.5 mi.,

and for /A = 0.34 mni. Figure 27(b) shows that for this case two instru-

ments would be adequate. From these curves one can see how changes in

any of the parameters other than aC~ influence this conclusion. The

formulas allow similar curves t.o be obtained for any desired RINS error

in cloud amount 6
c

D. Instrument Configuratioai

All of these theoretical results were obtained under the

assum~fption that the instruments are located as far from one another

and the boundary of the area as possible. This had the pur-pose of

obhtaining readings fromi cech instrumeat that were us independent as

possible. Purthermore, for reasonably large values of n, this made the

behavior of the s yststemiInsun5 it i e to the c loud direct ion. Particular

con figu rati' 'ns that moeet Ihserequiiiremne ts for a square d rtoa a rv shown

III Figure ].1

In prnolct, I (Oi dZ'ous c''fl t ri ~tits usually pre%-nt the us'' of

all ()lt irnum .o0fi ýrati'n. lit add it io-n eci Uuat ilog~ical Icons"idteritions
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may dictate a nonisotropic configuration to take advantage of common

weather patterns. For example, suppose that it is known that at a

particular location the clouds almost always come in from the west.

Then the instruments should be arranged equally spaced in a 'ii~e along

the west edge of the area. Although the theory does not specify com-

promise solutions, a general rule is that the instruments should be

located to obtain readings that are as independent as possible as

quickly as possible.

E. Sampling Interval

The sampling interval AT affects the accuracy with which the

cloud amount and the mean cloud base height can be determined. In Sec-

tion iI-C-L it is shown that little additional accu'racy can be obtained

if the sampling interval AT is smaller than 0.2, Z /,, oi- 0.5 d/v, where,n

l is the mean cloud length, v is the cloud speed, and d is the base-m

height correlation distance. In addition, of course, AT must be smaller

than the averaging time T1', which in turn is less than fA/v. Thus, AT

is fixed by the requirement

AT= mn14,2 '(,18)

v

To determine numerical values for AT, one must have knowledge

of the worst possible conditions at which specified performance is to be

achieved. Specifically, this means knowing the shortest mean cloud

length, highest cloud speed, and shortest correlation distance (which

measures how rapidly a given base height fluctuates). Figures 28 and

29 show how the required sampling interval varies with these parameters.

As expeczed, the requirements are most severe when the cloud speed is

large and when any of the lengths 2m' d, or rA are small. In most cases

of interest the area A is not the limiting factor. Lack of data on the

correlation distance makes it difficult to decide whether or not it is

more significant than m in determining AT. If d is less than 0.5 A
Im m

then d is the more important factor. That is certainiy the case for

large clouds, but it may not be true for the smallest clouds of interest.
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In any case, once the largest value of v and the smallest values of

I, d, and JA are selected, AT can be determined from Figures 28 and

29.

F. Averaging 'rime

Eq. (45) gives the averaging time for the deteiinination of

cloud amount. In addition, an averaging time is needed for determining

the cloud base height, and these two times need not be the same. This

latter time is determined primarily by the specified RMS error 6h in

estimating the cloud base height, or, alternatively, by the percentage

error in estimating the cloud base height (Ph)
h

P h= 10ah(49)

where &h is the RMS error in estimating cloud base height and h is the

mean base height.

For simplicity, we consider only the single-layer case in

determining the averaging time. Appendix E contains a derivation of

the RMS error for a single instrument. For n widely separated instru-

ments the corresponding results are

G h ,/nvT/2d l-evd (50)

where ab is the base-height standard deviation, v is the cloud speed,

T is the averaging time, d is the base-height correlation distance,

and n is the number of instruments.

This result can be simplified further by assuming that b

is proportional to h. To give specific results, we used the 10-minute

data in Table VII of Davis (1969) to obtain the approximate relation

b = 0.1 h. This leads to the formula

P 10 I- e-vT/d (1

h = /"vT/2d vT/d (51)

Figure 30 shows the resulting relation between P and vT/d

for different values of n when ab = O.lh; other values of ub could

yield other curves. By specifying Ph and n, one can determine vT/d,

and hence T. Note that as J n the case of cloud amount estimation, 1

will vary with v and will be large if v is small. Once again it is
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necessary to set a maximum averaging time T to allow the system to
max

respond to sudden changes. When v is so small that T reaches this

maximum, Figure 30 can be used to obtain the resulting percentage

error Ph"

Example:

Suppose n = 4 and a percentage error of no more than Ph = 3

is desired. From Figure 30, vT/d = 4.2. Thus, if this performance is

desired for v as small as 5 mi/hr and d as large as 0.5 mile, T must

be at least 0.42 hr. If T cannot exceed T 0.1 hr, we cannot
max

achieve 3% error with four instruments. However, under these same

conditions, an averaging time T of 0.1 hours gives v/T/d = 1, and our

graphs show that the percentage error (Ph) will be 4.3%.

In general, the reader should be cautioned against setting

specifications that call for extreme accuracy in determining the mean

base height. If the mean height is 1000 ft. and the standard deviation

is 100 ft., it is rather meaningless to ask, say, for one percent

accuracy in determining the mean. While in theory this accuracy can

be achieved, it is obtained at the cost of excessively long averaging

times; and from an operational viewpont the 100 ft. fluctuations reduce

the usefulness of knowing the mean i. within 10 ft.

It should also be noted that we have used the mean height

of the clouds in a given layer to define the height of that layer. For

aviation applications, it may be desirable to modify this definition.

For example, if the effective base height is defined as h - 2ab, then

the instantaneous cloud height will be below the effective base height

less than five percent of the time. Such alternative definitions do

not affect any of the results we have presented, since they merely make

changes in the way that the effective base height is obtained from the

results of clustering.

G. Computational Requirements

The two basic computations to be performed by the mini-

computer are the cloud-amount calculation and the cloud-base-height

calculation. The former is much simpler than the latter, involving

merely the counting of the number of hits obtained during the averaging

period. This can be done in little more than the time required to

service the iiterripts from the multiplexer.
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Were it not for the possibility of multiple cloud layers,

the cloud-base-beight calculation would also be simple, involving

merely the averaging of the cellometer readings obtained duringy the

averaging period. However, when multiple layers are possible and

clustering is required, the computational requirements can rise

significantly. Our study of clustering Indicated that simple hierarchical

clustering can be very effective, but it also exposed some questions

(discussed in Section IV-F) that should bw answered before the exact

computational procedure can be established. Despite this problem,

this simple procedure can be used to establish minimum computational

requirements.

A particular version of the modified hierarchical clustering

procedure described in Section IV-D-2 and used in Section IV-E-2 is

analyzed in Appendix F. This procedui-e analyzes ceilometer readings

to give the number of cloud layers, the mean height of each layer, and

the cloud amount in layers. The min 4 computer used to I'plement this

procedure is assumed to require time tadd for an addition or subtraction

and time t for a multiplication or a division. The results of the
mul1

analysis lead to the following minimum computer requirements:

3nT
High-speed memory: U- words

FT 2

Operation speed: 7tadd t S; A .l
add +mul 2T

Here n is the number of instruments, T is the averaging time, and AT is

the sampling interval.

For example, suppose that to meet othuc performance specifi-

cations we must have n = 4 instruments, an averaging time as long as

T = 0.1 hr, ard a sampling interval of AT = 2 sec. Then the minicomputer

must have at least 2160 words of high-speed memory, and must take

no longur than 694 microseconds to perform seven additions and a

multiplication.

These results show that the computer requirements grow

rapidly with the ratio nT/AT, the total number of measurements taken

during the averaging period. Of the_ two, the speed requirements are
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more severe, since they grow approximately as the square of that ratio.

Figure 31 shows the speed requirements graphically.

Again, it should be emphasized that these requirements

have been derived for a particular data processing procedure coded in

a particular way. Although they should serve as a useful guide for

minimum requirements, the limitations of this aralysis should be

remembered.

By directly relating the specific climatology of a given

airport and its environs to the parameters of the model described in

this study, one could specify the e:.act system requirements to

automatically specify the cloud amount and base height at a given

airport. Such a system could be an advantage at those airports where

manpower is at a minimum.
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vI COST C'CPARISO.?

A. Introduction

An automated system for measuring cloud anount and ceili.-g

height has the potential advantage of making, recording, andl comuni-

cating objective observations freqJently and reliably. However, hi.e

cost for such a system can be quite high, partieularly %hen a large

number of instrumeitts must be used. This section compares tbe cost of

an automated system using r instrument' with the cost of the -3resent

manual system. For simplicity, our comparison involves costs only, and

tp-itly assumes that the systems being compired provide results of equa!

value or benefit. The quescion of benefit must also be considered in

the eventual selection of the method to be used.

The results of the cost analysis depend upon the assumptions

used for the various costs Lnvo'rved. The Federal Aviation .•-,inistrrtion

has provided salary, installation, and maintenance support costs, and

values for the time involved in making weather observations. It should

be noted that these data and other data used in the following analysis

do not necessarily reflect the experience or mission of the National

Weather Service.

In the course of the study, it was found that the frequency

of taking readings was the most important factor affecting the least-

cost choice. The current method provides one report p.r hour at each

airport, with more frequent reports in critical situations. .ssuming

that more frequent reports might be required merely by the projected

future volume of aviation operaticns, we also co.usidered manual methods

that wvould provide more frequent reports routinely.

It is important to note that under certain conditions the

observer may have to make a number of instrument readings to obtain

one recorded report. Thus, we have given the cost comparison in terms of

the number of instruments and the frequency of making readings. The

reader should be cautioned that the number of readings per hour is

generally greater than the number of repr-rts per hour.
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SScope of the Comparison

Current -ethods of obtaining ceiling information are assumed

to consist of a person operating a rotating beam ceilometer, performing

calculations, maki••g visual observations, performing judgment, and then

recording results. The cost for obtaining neasurements is thus assumed

to consist of the cost of the ceilometer plus tle cost of a persons

time for the time inrolved. It also is assumed that the persops

involved are provided cost-free facilities by the larger establishment

(e.g., the airport weather ,ffice) and that this larger establishment

can absorb usefully the regaining fraction of the observ-er's time

(nonintegral number of persons) left over after obtaining ceiling

measurements. In short. -nlv the cost of the ceilometer and the

fractional man-hour eost of the observations (cost of a possibly

nonin.egral number of persons) is included in the comparison.

For the automated! system there is assumed to be no cost for

zperatirg personnel. The equipfaint is turned on by the cost-free

larger establishment and the equipment then produces results.

For both methods there is no cost included for what is done

with thz results. The manul syslem hIrs done its job w-hen it has

produced handwritten data in on a sheet of paper. For the automated

system, the job is done when a punched tape or teletypewriter printout

has bocn proJuc.d

For b-Ith mothods the costs included are:

(1) Amortization of originrl equipment cost

(2) Amortization of initial spare-parts inventory

(3) .Labr involved in maintenance of equipmenZ

(4) Parts costs in maintenance of equipment

(5) Ar.ortization of equipment installation costs.

For both methods the costs not included are:

(i) The overaill management functicn

(2) Utilities

(3) Office space

k4) Training

(5) Initial engineering studies.

Labxr and equipmn!:;t costs arc, as of 1971, and no £;nflati:.n is assumed.
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Tith the exception! of the cei ln.-te-, thet '-quipment 1ý- be.

used hrns nkt yet been selected, and therefore it has been necessary to

arrive at costs as a function of rough definit 4 ,)n-'. For this reason

the use of judgment is necessary. To bet'ter bracket this judgment,

high, medium, and lo equipment costs have been used.

In the case of personnel costs and uZlization, it is also

not clear as to the exact amoants to be considered. The personnel cost

given by the Federal Aviation .Adninistration .ppears to be salary only,

shereas there is usually about lOC0 percent overhead and/or payroll

burden on most salaries. Also, the personn,-1 utilization factor given

by the Federal Aviation .Administration is not definitive. For these

reasons, it has been found necessary to use judgment. As wiil be seen

below, the judgment is bracketed by using high, medium, and low cost

estimates.

C. Cost Assumptions and Data for the Current Manual Method

Though one can assume that there already is a rotating beam

ceilometer at each airport, it is also true that they will eventually

wear out or become obsolete. Therefore, it was decided to amortize

the ceilometer to obtain the most equitable comparison.

1. Cost and installation

From Weather Measure Corporation (undat'ýd), the purchase

cost of the ceilcmeter is S20,000. However, its installation cost will

vary. Weather Measure Corporation (undated) gives evidence to support

an average of $2,000 for installaLion. In keeping with our plan to

provide a spectrum af cost estimates, $1,000. S2,000, and $3,000 have

been used as low, medium, Und high installation costs respectively.

2. initial Spare-Pai'ts Inventory

For electronic equipment, an often used, and usually

reliable factor fcr the cost of initial spare parts is 33 percent of

original cost. For the low estimate this cost was left out, and for

the high estimate it was doubled.

3. Maintenance

Maintenance of the ceilometer consists of purchased lalb.r

plus replacements to the stock of spare parts. Valuens of i0 :•2rcent,
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20 percent, and 30 percent of the initial cost have been used as

historically valid factors for low, medium, and high maintenance costs,

respectively.

4. Personnel

Th,- Federal Aviation Administration gives $11,700 per

year as the cost of a man, and states that considerably less than 1/5

of his utilization is for the ceiling measurement function. The

$11,700 does nut, but ought to, include overhead. One would be

inclined to double the $11,700 to include ov-.head, and multiply the

1/5 by ý or 1; this assutaes that the time required for a weather

observation is about 1/5 of the observer's time, and about two-thirds

or one-half of this is used in making the ceiling observation. We
1 1

have chosen the latter, and arrive at $11,700 X 2 y X - - $2,400 as

the medium manpower cost for obtaining and recording ceiling measurements

hcurly. Other combinations of overhead rate and utilization multiplier

could arrive at the ;ame figure. For low and high costs, we use half

and one-and-a-half of this amount, respectively, resulting in $1,200,

$2,400, and $3,600 per reading per hour per year.

When readings are to be taken more frequently than hourly,

we assume that tie ,ne ceilometer is adequate but that the manpow,-e must

increase in direct proportion to the number of readings per hour. The

resulting cost spectrum for the current manual method is given in

Table 1.

D. Assumptions and Data for the Proposed Automated Method

1. Cost and Installation

The proposed automated method would use from one to six

ceilometers, and all of these possibilities are analyzed herein. The

cost assumptions for the ceilometer are the same as stated in the

previous section.

The ceilometers are activated by and gi',e analog results

to a "multiplexer," which, in turn, is driven by a minicomputer. The

multiplexer gives digital information to the computer. For multiplexer

described in Weather Measure Corporation (undated) and by the $500-$1,000

cost of analog-to-digital conversion when there is no multiplexing
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Table 1

COST TABLES AND FORMULAS FOR THE CURRENT MANUAL METHOD

K L M N P Q P+Q*
N X 5 Five-Year Cost

Cost per K X M Five- of One Ceilometer

Time Reading Yearly Year (see page 102)

Between per Hour Cost of Reading Lo 1.00 B + E + 5x.lB Five-
Readings Readings per Year Readings Cost Med 1.33 B - E + 5x.2B Year
per Hour (Min.) (labor) (labor) (labor) 'Hi 1.66 B + E + 5x.3B Cost

Low Cost

1 60 1.2 1.2 6.0 31 37
3 20 1.2 3.6 18.0 31 49
5 12 1.2 6.0 30.0 31 61
6 10 1.2 7.2 36.0 31 67

12 5 1.2 14.4 72.0 31 191
60 1 1.2 72.0 360.0 31 391

Medium Cost

1 60 2.4 2.4 12.0 48 60
3 20 2.4 7.2 36.0 48 86
5 12 2.4 12.0 60.0 48 108
6 10 2.4 14.4 72.0 48 120

12 5 2.4 28.8 144.0 48 192
60 1 2.4 144.0 720.0 48 768

High Cost

1 60 3.6 3.6 18.0 66 84
3 20 3.6 10.8 54.0 66 120
5 12 3.6 18.0 90.0 66 156
6 10 3.6 21.6 108.0 66 174

12 5 3.6 43.2 216.0 66 286
60 1 3.6 216.0 1,080.0 66 1,146

In thousands of dollars
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function. Various multiplexers are on the market costing from $2,000

to $15,000, the variation being due to many things, including the

multiplex number. For low, medium, and high costs for the multiplexer

we have assumed an initial cost of $500, $1,000, and $2,000 rer

'eilometer, respectively.

The minicomputer maintains the clock function and drives

the multiplexer. It then obtains digital information, and computes

and states results. An examination of the relative costs showed a

minicomputer to be much less costly than the possible use of a shared-

time computer. This is especially true as the desired readout frequency

increases. Minicomputer costs run from $5,000 to in excess of $25,000.

Those costs in excess of $25,000 -re usually for complex output devices.

It is assumed here, however, that the output is a punched paper tape

and/or a teletype printout. Values of $10,000, $15,000, and $25,000

have been assumed to indicate low, medium, and high costs, respectively.

2. Initial Spare Parts and Maintenance

For the multiplexer and the minicomputer, the same

assumptions are made as for the ceilometer concerning cost of initial

parts, stocks, and maintenance costs. It is assumed that each item of

equipment has an average expected life of 10 years.

3. Personnel

No personnel costs are involved. The cost spectrum for

thLe proposed automated method is given in Table 2.

E. Findings

Figures 32, 33, and 34 show the numerical results in graphic

form as obtained from Tables 1 and 2. The diagonal lines on these

figures represent the five-year cost of ceiling readings using the

present method. Near the right-hand edge of this graph, at 60 minutes

between readings, the current costs can be read. Low, medium, and high

are about 37, 60, and 84 thousand dollars, respectively, as can be

verified in Table 1. If readings are to be taken at intervals shorter

than 60 minutes, then more manpower will be required. Moving left

across the graph, a. the reading interval decreases the cost increases.

On the graphs it can be seen that if readings are to be taken every two

minutes with the present method, then the five-year costs--low, medium,
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and high respectively--are 210, 410, and 610 thousand dl la's . This

represents about a fivefold increase in co.3t. Using the diagonal line,

costs can be read for the present method for any reaiding interval

down to one minute.

The automated systems have the capability of giving rcadings

as frequently as desired above about 15 seconds. Thus, on the graphs

they lead to horizontal lines. Their costs are fixed hy the number of

ceilometers that they us:e, and can be read directly on the gcaphs. The

medium costs for onie through six ceilometer systems respertively are:

75, 120, 165, 210, 255, and 300 thousaif dollars (as can h(. verified in

Table 2) regardless of the time interval between readings. 'Iocause

they use more equipment, it can be seen that at readingr of 60-minute

intervals they are always more costly than the present metind; but if

readings are to be taken every two minutes, then all of the automated

methods are better than the manual method.

Thus, using the graphs it is possible in a number of wa~s to

compare the present method to the proposed method. Some examples follow.

Suppose that it has been decided a priori that the reading

interval ought to be five minutes. Then Table 3 can be obtained from

the graphs.

Table 3

COST COMPARISON WITH READING INTERVAL OF FIVE MINUTES

Cost Estimate 5-Year Cost (thousands of dollars)

I Number of Ceilometers

Present in Automatic System

Method 1l 2 3 1516
Low cost 102 42 70 98 127 1415 I18

Medium cost 195 75 120 165 210 255 300

High cost 273 131 196 261 325 3 390 155

From Table 3 it can be seen that for a 5-minute interval airports using

1, 2, or 3 ceilometers with the automated method would acli eve lower
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cost than will airports with the present method. 131t the opposite would

be true for airports using 4, 5, or 6 ceilonieters with the automated

me t hod

Another way of using the charts would be to hypoth size a

situation in which a maximum of $230,000 were available for each air-

port and it would ibe used to minimii.e the time interval between readings.

Table 4 shows the results of such a comparison.

Table 4

SPEND UP TO $ýG50,000 AT EACH AIRPORT AND MINIMIZE

THE TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN READINGS

Present method

Cost Estimate ($250,000 is spent) Proposed method
time interval (time interval <1 minute)

achieved

Low cost 1.67 min. all airports <$250,000
Medium cost 3.5 min. 1-4 ceilometer airports <$250,000
High cost 5.2 min. 1-2 ceilometer airports <$250,000

In Table 4 it can be seen that airports requiring 1 or 2

ceilometers in the automated method would spend less money and achieve

lbetter results than the present methods. For airports requiring more

than 2 ceilometers for the automated method a more careful cost study

is needed before the decision could be made.

A number of other interesting relationships can be fcund in

the graphs, but the one ;proposed here as the most meaningful is shown

in Table 5. This table was constructed from the graphical findings to

show those reading intervals for w !ich one method is superior to the

other, regardless of cost uncertainty. Note in Table 5 that for

reading intervals greater than 45 minutes the current manual method i s

superior (costs less). For reading intervals of 2 minutes or less the

automated method is superior, even at 6-ceilometer airports. In between

these Limits the choice is a function of the number of ceilometers

requiired by the automated system. llhen the niimber of ccilometers is

known, then the uncertainty band, due to cost uncertainty, is small.
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Table 5

COIPARISON OF MANI'AL AND .-AUTO.MAThD) SYS-il..,
REGARDLESS 01' COST tNCEP.TTAIN.Y

Interval beItween ubroClnevi

readings o .. ... ., 1 2 3 ' -

iminutes) •

A A A A A .A

2 A A AA A2 AI ; A ,. -

3 A A A .1 A

4 4  Aj A U n ml

A 'q
10 " MI !. : .

12 U .11 M

3 U m A1 m

60 Mi I ;

A = Proposed automated better tV•n. curý-nt

manual regardless !f cost uncertainty.

1 = Current manual bettei than proposed

automated regardless of cost uncertainty.

U = Uncertain.
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The overvhelu!--C importance of th-? reading interval is cleir.

if it is "ot to be reduced, then piesent systems are adequate. If it

is to be- reduced, tben the proposed automated system becomes increasingly

desirable.
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VII CONCLUSIONS

The research effort described in this report was a theoretical

study of the problem of automatically describing cloud amount and clouid

base height. The study was based on the analysis and computer silnula-

tion of a theoretical cloud model. To the extent that this model gives

an adequate representation of actual cloud conditions, this study

demonstrated the theoretical feasibility of automiation. It was shown

that cloud amount estimates more accurate than those of hu1.man observers

can be obtained by properly averaging the responses of an appropriate

number of conventional vertically-pointing in,9truments. It was also

shown that clustering techniques can determine the number of cloud

layers, the mean height of each layer, and the cloud amount in layers.

The definitions of cloud amount and cloud base height used

in this work corresponded to the way these quantities were defined in

the cloud model. Thus,the cloud amount in a given layer was defined

as the fraction of the ground area covered by clouds in that layer and

not covered by clouds in lower layers. The cloud base height for a

given layer was defined as the average height of the base of the clouds

in that layer. When the distance between two layers is small relative

to the standard deviation for the cloud base, the clustering procedures

may not be able to resolve the two layers. In such cases, it may

ultimately be preferable to adopt the operational definition that the

number of layers and the mean base heights for each layer are defined

by the results of clustering. However, this is not recommended until

more experience with the characteristics of the clustering procedures

has been obtained.

The number and characteristics of the instruments required

for an automatic system depend on the performance specifications. A

number of theoretically and experimentally determined relations between

the accuracy, number c~f instruments, sampling interval, area covered,

cloud parameters, and averaging time were presented. Design curves were

given to show how these relations can be used to establish somec of the

more important instrumenet and computational requirements. This report

did not address the questio~n of how the performance specifications
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should be deternined, or the question of hoaw the cl,.oud parameter data

should bi- obtained. These are importan.t topics that must ue treated

with care in the design ,,f an actual automated system.

A simple •:ost comparison ot the present manual and plssibie

autooatic systems was madi- to address the q;uestion of economic feasi-

bility. ir making a comparison, it was assumed that the systems gave

equivalent performances, arn other possible benefits of either system

uer- n.-t considered. The results were found to depend heavily on the

freiuency with shich instruments must be read and the number, of instru-

ments requir.d for an automatic system. If a frequency of one reading

per hour is satisfactory, then the manual system is definitely less

experuive. The crossover point occurs in the frequency range of six to

twelve readings ptr hour, the exact results depending on the number of

instru.ents required and the effects of cost uncertainties.

I
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Appendix A

CLOUD DETECTION BY SCANNING MICRtOWAV'E R.-IDA!S

by R. H. Blackmer, Jr.

1. Introduction

Microwave radars operate in the frequency range b. v ev.n100 Mlhz

and 100 Gltz. Within this frequency range, many mjiteorol-gical targets

including clouds are detectable. Interest in cloud dettectiq)n led to the

design, testing, and operationa l use of radars specificd lIy for cloud

detection. Because of the nature of cloud cover, the •nd re:sult to date

has been radar sets Aith short wavelengths, say 0.86 cm, i tran:..mitting

and receiver antenna orie.-ted in a fixed position drs.2ctd toward the

zenith, and a short pulse length, narrovw bearn, and l-w polter output.

While radars with the above characteristics have evolved as the

optimum systems to meet old requirements, i.e., as an instrumental aid

tc, numan observers, they are not necessarily the optimum answer in a

fully automated system. Parallel to the development of these radar

ceiloweters," there have been developments in other t',pes of radar sys-

tems for other purposes that could aid or even replace the radar cello-

meters, depending on various trade-offs in cost and type of data desired.

If three-dimensional data on cloud cover- at frequent intcrvals are

desired, then a narrow, fixed vertical beam is obviously not acceptable,

and a scanning antenna system must be employed. The problems of attempt-

ing to scan with one of the radars designed as a vertically pointing

cloud ceilometer were discussed at lcngth by Blackmer and Ligda (1963).

Cogent points from their report will be presented later in this report.

If accurate cloud base measurements (especially when low clouds

prevail) are desired for airport operations, the types of currently

available radars capable of scanning in three dim)ensions may not suffice

since they have some severe limitations in the detection of clouds at

short ranges and low elevation angles. These systems and their limita-

tions will be discussed later.

The problem then is to:

(1) Specify the operational requirements
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(2) Examine the characteristics of current equipment, to see ho1w

well it meets these rcquirements, and

(3) Make recotmendationis for either new equipmnent or new use of

old equipmnent to result in a systen that will meet operational

reqti renents.

This Appendix will touch briefly on Items 1 and 3 and will consider

Item 2 in detail.

2. Operational Requirements

Since the objective is an automated system to provide cloud amount

and height over an area the size of an airpoit (or larger), some sort

of scanning instrumentation is required. To meet this general require-

ment it is necessary to .:can the volume rapidly enough so that clouds do

not change substantially during the period required and t3 fped the

results of the scan into some computation system that can convert the

frequency of target detection into percent of cloud cover at various

levels. Further, it will be necessary to eliminate noncloud targets

that are radar-detectable. Depending on the characte-eistics of the

radar, such t rgets as insects, birds, aircraft, refractice index gra-

dients, chaff, lightning, balloons, smoke, dust, and ground targets in

sidelobes mqy be detected. A radar capable of detecting all clouds

would undoubtedly detect many of the above-listed noncloud targets, so

there must be some trade-offs between the amount of cloud ,etected and

the number of noncloud targets detected.

3. Cloud Measurement Using Current Radars

One o)f the more widely used radar ceilometers is the AN/T'?Q-11

vertically pointing radar. Table A-1 lists the characteristics of this

radar together, with the characteristics of radars used For long range

precipitation detection or for research purposes.

The table shows that the Wallops Island radar, except for the

longer wavelengths, is ip some respects superior to the TPQ-11 e.g.,

the transmitted po,',er is much higher, the antenna is larger, and the

minimum detectable st hna' is lower. The longer pulse length would, of
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course, be a detriment to the acrurate determination of cloud base height

when the beam was pointed vertically.

All the radars iisted except the AN/TPQ-11 scan either horizmntally

or vertically or can be operated as a vertically pointing i lI trument.

The AN/TPQ-i1 is designed only for operation in the f'ixed,wveLJCally

pointing position.

The AN/CPS-9, because of its r'elatively low power output, and the

WSR-57, because of its long wavelength, do not detect many clouds until

the particles within them become quite large. The relatively broad

beamwidths of these radars would make it impossible to measure accurately

the altitudes of clouds, and low clouds would merge with ground targets.

The Wallops Island Radar has been used widely in the study of clear

air echoes, but little has been published about the detection of clouds by

this radar. In some instances, however, cirrus cloud has been present

or convection has proceeded to the point that visible convective clouds

were forming. On these occasions the cloud cover presents a solid target

that is distinguishable from noncloud targets.

During periods when the atmosphere is visually clear tile radar may

show a number of layers of refractive index discontinuity between the

surface and the tropopause. The level of the tropopause itese'.f is often

evident in the radar return. In illustrated examples of the clear air

radar returns, presented by Mather and Hardy (1970), the problem of

detection of ground targets and aircraft is obvious. Detection of these

targets in si6elobes of the beam results in the presentation over a

broad altitude range when the antenna is scanned in the vertical. The

same would be true on a horizontal scan, so without some methtod of elimi-

nating these noncloud returns these "super-senm-itive" radars would not

be useful as part of an automatic cloud-reporting system.

The possibility of scanning these sensitive radars at reduced gain

for cloud detection could be considered, but instead of operating these

radar.: in such a manner it might be more economical to build a less sen-

sitiv'e radar for cloud detection. However, in the event that such radars

we:7re hrught into widespread use for such tasks as dectction ,)f clear

J!,r tu11-ul(-1-Ce, for example, .Joint use at reduced sensitivity for cloud
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detection might be feasible. This possibility i.s c,)nsidered in more

detail in the next section.

4. Modificat.on of Present Radar Systems

Atlas (1968) discusses in detail methods of clear )ir turbulence

detection. He concludes that sensitive radars, because of their size and

cost, would be of questionable economic feasibility unless they can be,

time-shared for other purposes. However, he states that a radar suit-

able for clear air turbulence detection "would also be an effective

cloud base and top indicator as well." In his discussion of adapting

surplus military radars for clear air tu-bulencehe estimates a modifi-

cation cost of $39,000 per unit. Presumably this is with a fixed, ver-

tically pointing antenna, and a mount for a rotatable antenna would add

to the expense. Such expense would probably be justified, since scanning

would probably be necessary to give the required aerial coverage.

Blackmer and Ligda (1963) made a study of the increased cloud

detection possible with a radar with a fixed scanning angle. The angle

chosen by considering the size of the vertical component of the pulse

volume was 53 degrees from the vertical. A scanning rate of one revolu-

tion in 12 minutes was chosen on the basis of the radar data recording

system. At this scan rate one degree is 10 recorder sweeps. With this

angle the altitude at which clouds are detected varies from the surface

at the ant,,rna to 60,000 feet at 13 nautical miles. Clouds around 1,000

feet would be detected at a distance of two nautical miles. Such opera-

tion would not fulfill the requirement for a scanning radar covering all

altitude intervals over an airport. A series of elevation angles would

be required to cover a broad altitude range.

At the fixed altitude scan of 53 degrees the presentation of the

clouds on the display scope suffered serious distortion. The reporL by

Blackmer and Ligda gives several examples of what the cloud cover would

look like when scanned vertically and would look like when scanned at

53 degrees. Scanning would obviously require some type of constant

altitude presentation to make order from the chaos that scanning at a

single angle would give. Data processing of scans at multiple angles would
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be very complex even with only a simple "yes" or "no" as ij whether or

not there was echo at a given slant range on each scan. To cquantify

echo intensity at a number of ranges at a number of elevation angles

and to convert these numbers to percent of cloud cover at various heights

would be very complicated. The problem arises when the bean intercepts

the base of the !louds at one range and the sides of the clouds at a

greater range when there is one layer of clouds. When there are multiple

layers, one can never be sure whether the beam is intercepting the base

of the clouds with a single 5,can angle. Multiple scan angles must be

rapid enough so that clouds do not move or change much between scans so

that a given cloud element can be identified on subsequent scans. Modi-

fication of present radar ceilometers for rapid scanning over a sector

containing an airport should be considered. Scanning a sector would ne

simpler than a 360-degree scan and, if only the lowest clouds were of

interest, the radar could be located so Lhat the range of elevation angles

required would be limited. There would be some trade-off required between

distance from the airport and range of elevation angles. If the radar

was close to the airport, the range of elevation angles required would be

greatel. if the radar was far from the airport, the range of elevations

would be smaller, but the greater distance from radar to clouds might

reduce the chances of detecting some clouds.

Present weather radars could undoubtedly be rnodified in the manner

Atlas suggested for surplus military radars at a cost of about $40,000

each. Better still, current ultrasensitive cloud radars could be used

to study clouds, a deteir.'ination made of how much the sensitivity could

be reduced, and a new radar built incorporating the results of the study.

5. Summation

There arc in use today fixed vertically pointing radar ceilometers

and precipitation-detecting scanning weather radars. Neither of these

two types of equipment can provide three-dimensional information cn

cloud dist ribution over an airport either for aviation purposes or for

generaC meteoro)logy. Either type of equipment could be modified: the

radar ceilometer by devising some type of rotatable antemna mount, although
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the 1imitations in cloud nl-tcctj on capability would ,;Lill ( xj:,-t; t hle

weather radars by -,adjn,, larger antennas, parametr'ic amplri iers, and

an integrator.

In addition to the two types of operationLl radars, there are

ultrasensitive research radars usil for tl'e study of elca. air phenomena.

Such radars can also detect clouds but would probably be too expensive

for widespread operational use as cloud detection sets. Such radars

could serve, however, as prototype units and studies made of how much

the sensitivity could be reduced, and from such studies a new scanning

cloud radar could be designed and built.

Whatever rt'dar is finally used will require claborate auxiliary

equipment to filter out birds, insects, clear air returns, etc., and

convert the received signal into useful cloud in'ormation. Design of

such equipment may be more difficult than design of the radar and will

certainly require extensive study.
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A,?"ndix B

LIDAR MEASURR'F?*FS OF CLOUD BASE

by R. T. H. Collis

1. Introduction

The use of the radar principle to measure cloud b~s with pulsed

light was first employed in France in 1939 (Bureau, 1946). Developments

of this approach using flash lamp light sources have been used routinely

for many years (Perlat and Petit, 1961). The advent of the pulsed xaser

in the early 1960's, however, marked the beginning of a series of major

imprevements that are still in progress. Init.ra:.y using giant-pulsed

"Q-switched" ruby lasers, a number of workers demonstrate(; the facility

with which "lidar,• as the technique has becw3m- knoun, could make obser-

vations of clouds and measure the heights of their base (Collis, 1965;

Andermo et al., 1965).

Although these developments were largely concerned with research,

either into the lidar technique or with atmospheric phenomena (e.g.,

Ccllis et al., 1968),some attempts have been made to develop lidars for

use in routine cleud base mezsurement (ASEA, 1968; Bird end Rider, 1968)

and to explore their use in this role (Viezee et al., 1969). The problems

in#olved in this application were discussed further by Collis (1969), who

gave particular note to safety considerations. The safety problem as

well as verious technical factors has led to the exploration of lasers

operating outside the visual range, and low-peak-power systems using

solid-state lasers are under development (e.g., Sperry Rand, 1971).

Although there can hardly be any doubt that the lidar technique

of cloud observation is preeminent for research applications, consider-

able problems remain to be solved before its full potential can be realized

in practical operational systems intended for untended routine use at

meteorological observing stations.

2. Basic Lidar Concept

In its basic form, lidar employs a laser simply as a source of

pulsed energy. In typical hi:.-peak-power systems, 4.-switched ruby or

neodymium doped glass lasers are used to generate light pulses having

peak powers of tens of megawatts and durations of 10-29 nanoseconds.
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The..e rlulscs are directed in highly coliimated beams by svitable optical

systems. ELnergy !.;'m.scattered Lty the at2topherc is detected by a photo-

multiplier after co*lection by a lens or reflector system. The re.;ult-

ieg signal is e alunted as a function of time from the transaissi'.n of

the pulse, i. =s typically displayed on an oscilloscope, ci t her directly

or after storagi. in a magnvtic-disc video recorder. Polaroid or other

photographs may be used to record the. displayed data,

Taking advantage of the monochromatic nature of the laser energy,

narrow-band optical filters may be used in the receiver system to ni.-ni-

mize "noise" caused by extraneous light and thu, make daytime use readily

possible. The nature of the receivecd signal, P ris given by the equation:
rJ

r t r0
p )C = P t I $(R) A r q 2 exl- f (O (Bs-1)

0L

where

P is instantaneous recived power (watts)r

Pt is transmitted power (watts)

t is effective pulse length (m)

(U = c-/2 where c is the velocity of

light and - is pulse duration; it is

the range interval from which signals

are simultaneously received at time t.)

Sis the volume backscattering coefficient

of the atmosphere (ster m-)

Ix is :ange (R = c(t-t )/2, where t is the

ti: e of transmission of pulse (M)

a is the volume extinction coefficient, and (mI)

A is the effective receiver aperture. (m 2

The magnitude of P and u depend upon the wavelength of the inci-

dent enery, and the number, size, shape, and refractive properties of

the illuminated particles per unit volume. These range from the hydro-

meteors of precipitation, cloud,or fog, through the particulate components

of the "clear" aerosol, to the molecules of the gaseous atmosphere.
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In r-latively clear atmospheres both the backscattering coeffi-

cient and the extinction ccefficient are small, and increases in back-

scattering as a function of ra,.gP can readily be interpreted. For

example, the presence of a sualen increase in scatterirg due to a cloud

layer is obvious and unequivocal. In strongly scattering conditions,

howevei', marked attenuatio-n occurs, and in observing a cloud, for

example, the lidar return rapidly diminishes as tha penetration of the

cloud increases. The evdluation of lidar signals in such circumstances

thus presents certain diificulties and imposes the need for care in

making qualitative interpretatiens. Typical values of . and C are indi-

cated in Figure B-I.

A single lidar observation provides information on atmiospheric

scattering in a specified direction in terms of scattering intensity as

a function ot range. 6eries of such observations may be made by scan-

ning at angular intervals within a plane. if this plane is vertical, a

cross section may be derived that corresponds to a radar RHI (Range Height

Indicator) display. By making successive observations in the zenith at

a single location, a time/height display can be generated representing a

form of vertical section parallel to the wind direction, or showing how

the vertical conditions change with time.

3. Realization of Practical Cloud-Base-Measuring Systems

A. General

The application of the lidar concept in a practical operational

form for cloud-base measurement involves two major technical problems •nd

the ever-present problem of achieving technical solutions at an acceptable

cost. The first technical problem is concerned with the acquisition of

the basic raw data, and is essentially an engineering problem in which

performance must be balanced against the time factor, complexity, safety

requirements, etc. The second technical problem is the recovery of the

wanted information from the raw data. The interrelations of these prob-

lems and their further involvement with the economics of the situation

present a very complicated task to anyone considering how best to meet

operational reauirements that have themselves not been fully defined.
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The individual aspects of the problems are now considered separately,

frem which will be apparent the n.ain uncertainties that must be resolved

if lidar is to play a role in making routine cloud base meisurerIfents.

In general, as would 1e expected, the solution appea:s the nrre feasible

as the requirement becomes simpier. Difficulties ,row ranidly as the fuller

realization of lidar's potentia1 is cttempted.

B. Data Acquisition

The acquisi ion of signals of adequate intensity for evalua-

tion depends upon the optical properties of the clouds and the inter-

venirg "clear" atmosphere, and upon the characteristics of the lidar.

In the simplest case, where a well-defined cloui base is encountered

above clear conditions with good visibility, the problem is simply one

of optimizing the engineering variables so that the energy transmitted

is sufficient to produce a signal larger than the minimum detectable

signal from the range in question. The interrelation df the engineering

variables will be apparent from a consideration of Eq.(B-1). The matter

is discussed in greater deail by Northend et al. (1966) (see also Sperry

Rand, 1971). With high-peak-power pulsed ruby or neodymium lasers,

sufficient performance can readily be obtained with a single pulse.

W'th such lasers, however, the question of eye safety arises. The

immediate solution would be to use lasers that operate well outside

the visual hazard range, i.e., at wavelengths longer than 1.4 microns

(Wyman, 1969). Another solution is to reduce the energy transmitted

in a single pulse and use a series of less intense pulses, integrating

the returned signals to achieve detectable levels. The ultimate in

this approach is to use very-low-intensity transmitted pulses from

solid-state lasers. For example, gallium arsenide lasers operating

at 0.91 micron wavelength can produce useful power levels at repetition

rates of the order of 1,000pulses per second. In the Sperry Rand Ga As

lidar system, in fact, pulses of 1,000 watts peak power are used at

repetition rates of 500 pps. With these, integration of as few as five

pulses is adequate to yield workable signal levels from typical clu-,d

bases under optimum conditions.
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Intermediate solutions could employ neodymium YAG lasers

(i.06 micron wavelength) operiting at low to moderate peak powers at

repetition rates or some tens per second.

Other steps caii also be taken to reduce hazards further.

Transmitted beam divergence can be increased to reduce eaergy density

levels without serious loss of resolution (bean widths of the order of

1 or 2 degrees would be quite adequate, sampling areas some 500-100 ft

in diameter at an altitude of 3,000 ft). However, this approach leads

to an increa:;e of the minimum detectable signal level, because of the greater

background noise !hat will result frot increasing the receiver beam

divergence to correspond to that of the transmitter. Again, the peak

power can be reduced by increasing the pulse length. Only a small

henefit can be gained in this way before range resolution is seriously

affected.

On the question of range reoolition, Q-switched lasers typi-

cally produce pulse lengths of 20 nanoseconds or so--i.e., an effective

range resolution of 1.5 m. Wi'h -,illium arsenide lasers, pulse lengths

are of the order of 100 nanoseconds (7.5 m effective range resolution).

The technical problems of increasing these pulse lengths by substantial

amounts have n. ready solutions however.

Another technical problem of some difficulty is the dynamic

range involved. This is particularly acute with the single pulse

approach, for in strongly scattering atmospheres, energy scattered from

very close ranges can saturate the detector system. This system has

to be sensitive enough to handle very weak signals that are returned

from more distant cloud Fnote the effect of the inverse range squared

term in Eq.(B-1)1,particularly after attenuation due to the turbidity

of the intervening path. The use of integration to achieve adequate

signal levels from multiple low-intensity pulses goes far to overcoming

the problem of overloading the receiver, for a single pulse return will

be small, even in strongly scattering atmospheres at close range. (If

',ons'derable time is needed to achieve adequate signal levels, however,

this can result in a limitation of data rate.) The question of nearest

possible detect(ion range is import'ant. iiectuse of dynamnic( r'ange problems,
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and also considerations of tie geomeLry of the optical ,;ysteJms

involved that make it difficult to achieve adequate beam overlap at

short ranges, the minimum range at which cloud may be detected can be

restricted in any particular system. In "ypical research lidars of t'.e

type used at SRI, this range is of the order of 50 to l100 -: unless

special adjustments are made. The Sperry Wiand Ga As lidar is designed

to make measurements as close as 30 m.

Thus, as will be seen, the design of a lidar capable of

acquiring the basic raw data for the determination of cloud information

is very much a question of selection and compromise. As demonstrated

witi. high-performance research equipment, virtually any information

required can be gathered at any one time. The problem lies in deciding

what a general-purpose practical system should be capable of doing.

C. Recovery of Cloud Information from Basic Da.ta

The discussion of data acquisition above has mainly considered

the case of clearly defined cloud bases encountered above relatively

clear atmospheres. A lidar observation of such conditions is shown in

A-scope form (signal amplitude versus range) in Figure B-2. hi wever, when

tne cloud base is diffuse or low visual range conditions exist below the

cloud, the interpretation of the lidar signature is much more complicated

and becomes a sophisticated problem in pattern recognition. The same is

true where heavy rai.n or snow is falling. (Figure 13-3 shows extreme cases

of this type.) The point is important, for although it may be relatively

easy for a human observer to interpret one or other forms of lidar data

display that are possible, the automatic determination of information

by an inanimate system may be surprisingly difficult.

For example, Figure B-4 shows an RHI type of display in which

data of the type shown in Figure B-2 are presented in a range-corrected

nt msity-modulated form, derived from a series of shots made by scan-

nin, the lidar in a vertical plane (Viezee,1971). The nature of the cloud cover,

particularly the height of the cloud base, is apparent at a glance. In

contrast, the probler posed to a "block box", even in the relatively

straightforward conditions illustrated, are c.)nsidt rable. (Note hewt% tile

eye can readily perceive tihe base of tihe cloud ait tlte left t,f tho t ction,
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even in the presence of considerable background noise.) In conditions

such as those of Figure 1,-3 the task is essentially impossible. Even the

relatively simple question of determining cloud base height requires

that criteria be established for distinguishing what constitutes cloud

base. As noted, this presents little difficulty when the base is well

defined. Such automatic ranging devices that have been applied to this

problem work very well in such circumstances. A timing device is trig-

gered at th. firing of the pulse and stopped when a significant signal

is received from the cloud. The elapsed time may then be displayed or

reported in digital form with some precision (eiectronic timing devices

can readily provide the necessary accuracy, even at light velocities,

for very precise measurement -f distance). The first problem arises if

the cloud base is diffuse. The returned signal increases as the pulse

penetrates into the cloud but is simultaneously reduced by attenuation.

In certain gradients of clo,- density this will result in anything but

the well defined shavrr edged signatures that are appropriate for simple

timing devices. Again, fluctuati'.g signals due to variations in the

turbid "clear" air below the cloud base can be confusing. The setting

of arbitrary criteria as to what constitutes "cloud base" can thus lead

to uncertainty and inaccuracy. (It should be remembered that the same

problmrn is T.resent with conventional, rotating beam ceilometers--and

that the curren', definition of "cloud base height" is the height that

the rotating bean ceilometer says it is.) Any simplified method of

assessing and reporting "cloud base" suffers the further disadvantage

of discarding some of the most valuable data that the lirlar technique

of cloud observation can provide--ramely, a report on the nature of

diffuse and ragged cloud bases, including information on the nature of

conditions in the underlying layer, particularly when multiple layers

are involved or where patches of diffuse cloud are present at various

levels.

Mention of the latter condition raises the que.stion of the

spatial resolution required from a lidar ceihlometer. Observations made

in a single direction such as the zenith will provide samples of condi-

tions at that point. Such samples can be made continuously or at inter-

vals determined by the engineering aspects of the systeCm. lo0w Well such
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observations can represent the general conditions, even overhead, will

depend upon the spatial and temporal variability of conditions and any

motion that is present. In principle, of course, the lidur technique

offers the poss.ýbility of scanning in two or three dimensionai 'e derive

much more complete information on the cloud cover situation. In prac-

tice, the engineering performance readily attainable will set a limit

to this approach, arid it is unlikely that more than two cross sections

(derived at right angles) of the type shown in Figure B-4 could

be achieved. An attractive alternative would be to make a circular

scan at a fixed angle of, say, 60-70'. In this way conditions at each

height level would be sampled around the circumference of a circle, the

diameter of which would increase with height.

A further possibility is also available. If the beam is

scanned in any systematic manner--for example, in a conical or circular

scan or in one or more planes, the data acquired could be integrated

before interpretation and presentation. In this way average 'r represen-

tative determinations of cloud-base heights, etc., co'ild be more readily

derived than by considering the data ir basic form. While this has

attractions, particularly wdhere the acquisition of the raw iata involves

integration of many puls,fs, the resulLing information would have serious

deficiencies for many purposes for which cloud base-data are reported,

and would again fail to o,,for the real benelit of lidar-acquired data.

This aspect of the problem is closel.y related to the method

. f' presenting or rcloc'ting •he inf,,rmation deri,,ed. Whether integration

is performed before or after inierpretation, or whether sampling in

space and time is ca-c-0d oW-, all involve the rafte -t which the raw

dat a arcacquulred, and this in turn affnct- the Coli'lexPILy and sophisti-

catito Prlj uired in the "1nil display or repoptsi•' rlehv'cc. This is par-

ticula rly so, if the ma-ihumt rvcovewty or" data or utilizationm of the iaw

data is .-mlght. ,'or examplo, if' it is sufficitent to doteol,,ine a single

value o)f cloud h(ight wheln a (lear cut base exis;ts, a very olegant slow-

respions e digital range-ekvaluoat intnm system call beQ achi ved by discardin ng

all oIther data--which ar. rodullodlnt I)by dfofinit i)n. This is lh, ci( lrs(,

1l0lo]to'd in tw h Sperr,, v !;and C.1 A ,4 ;N,. to;1, ill whl( c ii a I a tav I ig rangll



gate scans through the total effective range of 3,000 ft. in 6 seconds.

The range at which significant signals occui in the gate (i.e., above

a predetermined threshold that varics with rangc) is thus rra.lily deter-

mined as the "cloud base height." More complex systefis with blroad-band

capability are needed to handle more complete information if comprehen-

sive information on cloud-base conditions are required, or if the system

is to produce accurate information in many types of weatl.-r condition

encountered.

In summary, as with the acquisition of the e'aw data, the

lidar technique offers very wide capability to make any type of presen-

tation required. However, the cost and complexity of achieving any

given degree of sophistication, especially if the system is t," work on

an untended, automatic basis, moont -apidly as any but the simplest

ceiling measurement is attempted.

4. Safety

The question of safety has been alluded to above. Although the

matter has often been exaggerated, the fact remains that laser energy

improperly or injudiciously used can be hazardous to sight. Certainly,

giant pulsed systems operating in the visible and near-infrared spec-

trum cannot be acceptable for automatic, untended use in the vicinity

of ai rports because of the high peak poiuer of the energy they produce.

Although highly constrained in di rection, there is always the chance

that their transmiitted beam xill be viewed froi!i above, and the possibil-

ity also exists that aluminuit, or other aircraft surfaces will reflect

the energy back to the surf ace. The nost certaiin kay of avoiding any

such risks is to opcrate cithcr at sufficiently low peak pioers as to

leave an adequate itargý in otf s al•ty ini terms of genierait og energy (den-

sities that can cause eye damage, or to operate wetl am ty from any fre-

quencý,y that call po notea the utI olor sullr'ace ti t lhe eye and t hus be

focil-ised, blowtore illmperf'ect ly, oio Lbek sensiti\te reti' al. suli'ace, or

-ors • ýs till, oin I Cl'ie ical hiollnlt (Wyman11, 1'4i9; Xa);s i iadis, e't al

1969; oilinscn, ei a I al l.i971 .
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5. Conclusion

The lidar technique offers considerable potential and flexibility

for the measurement of cloud base for operational purposes. However,

the early realization of this potential depends upon overcoming the

engineering and economic constraints imposed by the nature and complexity

of the current technology. In particular, eye safety considerations

indicate that low-peak-power systems should be used, but presently avail-

able low-peak-power lasers cannot achieve adequate performance fLIlly to

exploit lidar's capability for obtaining information over extended angles

by scanning, or for that matter for achieving adequate range of detection

in a fixed zenith pointing system. Even if adequate performance can be

achieved with sufficiently high data acquisition rates, there remains

the problem of integrating and processing the data. In this (as,of

course, in other systems) the cost of sophisticated data processing could

be considerable.

These are yet early days, however, in the development of lidar

technology, and considerable progress can confidently be expected. The

promise for the lidar technique may thus be considered to be very real,

and exploration and definition of the expected requirements of a lidar

cloud-ceiling monitoring system appears to be wholly justified at the

present time, for no less reason than that a clearer understanding of the

requirement will undoubtedly stimulate the appropriate technical devel-

opment.
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Appendix C

OPTIMUM SAMPLING INTERVAL FOil SINGLE- INSTRUIJENT
CLOUD AMOUNT ESTIMATION

In this appendix we derive the expected squared error for a single-

instrument cloud-amount estimate and show how it depends on the time AT

between samples. The analysis is for the special case of a single layer

of nonoverlapping clouds, -and only large-area cloud amount estimation is

considered.

Without loss in generality, let the x-axis he aligned with the

direction of cloud motion, and le-t the instrument be located at x = 0.

Let c(x + vt) indicate the presence or absenc~e of a cloud over point x

at time t, where v is the cloud speed. If AT is the time between samples,
th

then the k instrument reading is given by

c = c(kvAT) (c-l)

We estimate the cloud amount by the average

m

cm m ck C-2)
m m E1

where m is the number of samples in the average. Defining the averaging

time T oy -nAT, we have

T
AT(-3

Let c be the large-area cloud amount, so that c is the expecteda a

vnlue of c. It fol lovs from Eq. (0-2) that

E 1 c (0-4)

and

' E i, ( -c '.,

in m a
--C

v E -c (, (C).-
III . mx- r;. .. l.

jt I



In order to evaluato the expected error 0 2 we must know tile

autocorrelation function for c(x). We assume that c = 0.5 and thata

Er(c(x)-c )(c(x+C)-ca)_ = c e (C-6)
aa a

where C is the correlation displacement and A is the mean cloud length.

From Eqs. (C-1) and `C-5),

2 2m I ATKJkj

3 a E E e- I/m (C-7
2 j=l k=l

From this and the formula

SIll-- i =-8Si~o =l---g-(c-8)

we obtain

2
S a 2I ) (C-9)

m m(l-e) (+-9)

where

-2v AT/h
e- e m (C-10)

Note that vAT/ým is the normalized cloud speed. As v/,e approaches

infinity, the readings become uncorrelated, e approacales zero, and c2

2 
in

approaches c /m. In this case we can make the expected squared errora
as small as we wish by letting m approach infinity. However, suppose

instead that we fix the averaging time T = mAT at.d let m increase by

This is equivalent to the assumption made in Appendix D, and discussed
in greater det- ," there. It there were no overlap of clouds, it would
be in complete ag, '-ment with our cloud rmcdel for five-tenths cover.
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letting AT approach zero. In this case we obtain

,2 lir 2
mi n A'r 0- o m

c I_-2vT]/ýa -_ 1e1

" VT/P 2vTl`/ý I( l

This is the ,,mnallest: value of 37 2 that can ce obtained merely by
in

sampling faster. If ýYI' Jis not zero, in is greater than m but it may
m nin'

aot be much greater. We can. derive the percentage increase in :I fromm

Eqs . (C-9) and (C-l) as a function of vAT/.2 and vT/. These results

are plotted in Figure C-1. Since the percentage increase is a mono-

tonically decreasing function of vT/.nip it is bounded by the cases T = AT

and F = -. This leads at once to the following bounds, which are also

shown on Figure C-1:

2 ^2
& - ý7 vAT/I (C-12)m rain m -

^2 2vAT/n 1
nin 1- --

2v AT/ C
m

2 ^2 -2vAT/ja• -aC m
m min vAT 1 u e

2 _2v-T/ (C-13)

min I- e

Note that in the worst case a is less than 20 percent greater than 2,a
m

if AT = 0.25. /v, and a further reduction in AT does not yield much

furiher benefit. Thus, for example, if the mean cloud length is 200 ft.

and the cloud speed is 10 ft./see., there Is little value in sampling

faster than once every five seconds.

In thieory, the minimunm expected squared error 2i can be reduced

by increasing the averaging time T. in particulav, if T is large rela-
2 ,2

ti: b tIo £ /v, a is approximately c a. /vT, which apprpaches zero as T

approaches infinity. In practice, one can not a lo'w T to become :oo

large without losing the ahilitV to respond to change.- in c , Thus,
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one should probably select the largest. T that is acceptable as far as

response to systematic chan•ge in c ais' concerned, and see whether or

not the resulting 1 2n given by Eq*c. (C-1/) is acceptab-c. If it is not,

a s'ingle vertical ly-pointing instrument will nut be adbý(mate, nr, matter

how sm~ali AT is m.(Iu.
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Appendix D

ANALYSIS OF CLOUID-AMOUNT VARIANCE

1. Introduction

In this appendix the problem of estimating cloud umount is analyzed

for th2 case where the instruments are located along a straight line and

the clouds are moving very rapidly. The restriction of the instrument

locations reduces the problem to a one-dimensional analysis in which the

exponentially distributed clouds form a Poisson process.

The analysis proceeds as follows. First we establish the statis-

tical characteristics of the cloud amount c(x) over a given point x.

Then we use this to obtain the autocoirelation tunction for the cloud

amount c(x) over an airport centered at x, and the cross-correlation

function for c(x) and c(x). Finally, letting c be the estimate of c

obtained by sampling at n fixed points, we derive an expression for the

expected squared error in terms of these autecorrelation and cross-

correlation functi-)ns.

2. The One-Dimensional Case as a Poisson Process

Let c(x) indicate the presence or absence of a cloud above a

given point x, with c = 1 if a cloud is present and c = 0 if a cloud is

absent. Then c(x) is a discontinuous function, switching back and forth

from 0 to 1 at various transition points. We assume that these transi-

tion points have a Poisson distribution; that is, we assume that the

probability of finding n transition points in an interval of length C is

n:
P(n;C) (a . e~ (D1)-

wher, a is the averagu number ot transition points per unit interval.

it we are to rtssume further that transitions in nondverlapping intervals
*

are statistically independent, then it is well known that the autocor-

rulation function for c(x),

Our :',.SUlt is a s-,,,ple ,1'odification ot that given by Lee (Lee, 1960,
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1:. 1 %en In

S.-( - e - . (D-3).cc

This rosult has a sirxple intcrpreiati-)n. TPht. independent Poisson

assumption leads to an exponent I- distribution of the lengths of the

intervals between tiansitions, with the mean interval bteing t = 1/a.m

Since a transition cart be from cloudy to clear or froim clear to cloudy,

this mean interval i is |i)1h the mean cloud length an:! the mean holem

length. Thus, we are tacitly ab-,uming that the large-area cloud armount

is 0.5, which is a worst case from. the standpoint of estimating cloud

oIIuntI. If the correlarion shift C is small relative to the mean length

III cc approaches the mean squared value of c(x), 0.5. If 2 is large
relative t2 2, approzches the square of the mean value of c(x),

(o.5. . In general, the correlation between c(x ) and c'x ) is high if

x x i 1 / 2 and low if x - X)> 2/2.

l. Limited-Area Cloud Amount

Let c(x) denote the cloud amount over an interval -f width w

centered at x. Then c is related to c by

f -W

c 1) c(t)du .(1D-4)

x -- '2

The autocor.-A1ation funct ion for is given by

Ec x) c+ýx -

"- c(u) c(v)dudv

X-- X-----

c f J(u- v) du d ,(-5)

-, 3
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where •ccc is given by Eq. (D-j). Substituting for pcc and performing

the integration, we obtain

' 2aw -2aI~

4 ' - +2 2
4a" 8a w

(D-6)

I I sh aw eII >w

Note that cr-, (ý) -* c (P) as w - 0 and - (ý ) as w"1 e cc -C c asw..4
These two extremes corrr-spond to airports of zero and infinite extent,

respectively. As a special case of this result, we obtain the follow-

ing expressicn for the mean squared value of Z:

1.:[- 2 1( )

E•2]= ,cc(O

1 1a s in 1 awl (D-7)
4 +4a'w e aw

4. The Cross-Correlation Function

The cross-correlation function between c and c is defined by

(C c-(C) = EEc(x) Z(x + •)] (D-8)

Using Zq. (D-4) for c and Eq. (D-3) for cc, we obtain

cccc

= w, w Qe(U) du

w

1 11 -2afu~

_ 
+C 2

=C e diu (i)-9)

""2

(u d
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Performing thu integration, we obtain the final result{ + I - aw cosh M <
4 aw

Sc 0  (D-lO)

sinhaw H~ "
aw

It will turn out that we only need the result for < w/2,

where c and c are strongly correlated.

5. Cloud Amount Estimation

Let n ideal vertically-pointing instruments be located at

Xl, ... , x . Then the kth instrument reports a cloud if c(x ) = 1 andnk

reports clear conditions if c(xk) = 0. Let c ba a linear estimate of

c obtained by the relation

n

c = EakC(Xk) (D-11)
k=l

where ak are constant coefficients. In general, the mean squared error

for any estimate ý is given by

-2 )- 2
EL= -c(x))

-EFý I - 2 EFA1ýcj +Elc ~ D- 12)

The third term in this sum is merely 0 and is given by Eq. (r-7).

We now evaluate the other two terms for the case of uniform sampling.

5.1 E [ c-

By Eq. (13-11) and Eq. (D-8),

n
E[• c] = ak E[c(xk)

k a •ca(x - xk) (1-13)

k~-
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where c pC'c is the cross-correlation function given by E(.. (D-10). For

the case of uniform sampling, we let

ak n

and

xk = w [!< (D-15)

for k = 1, ... , n. With this choice, the estimate ý is the average of

the instrument responses, and the instruments uniformly cover an interval

of width w centered at x 0 0. If we use this choice to cstimate c(x)

at x = 0, we obtain

c[ý = I- (~-wI-- - -I (D-16)n ( (cwL+i 2J/

Since the argument of zp - ranges from greater than - w/2 to less than•cc

w/2, it follows that we only need the first half of Eq. (D-10) for

:P-c' corresponding to the strongly correlated case. Substituting this

expression, and using the relation

nn
Sne (D-17)

j=l

we obtain

E[8 c] = 4 n 1 (D-1S)

where
2 aw

- n+l
L e (D-19)

We note in passing that if n is very large, 3 becomes essentially the

samegiven by Eq. (D-7). This can be con-

firmed by computing the limit of E[c _c as n approaches infinity. At

the other extreme, when n = I, c = c and E[c ] '-10). This can becc

confirmed by computing c _ -(0) from Eq. (D-1O). Our interest, of course,
cc

is in values of n between these two extremes.
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5.2 E[ 2 '

By :1q. (D-l!) and Eq. (D-2),
n n

E[8" I _a.akE[c(xj) C(xk)k
j=l k-l

n n

a, a kak cP (xk - x.) (D-20)j=l k=1

Using the uniform sampling assumptions of Eqs. (D-14) and (D-15) and Eq.

(D-3) for cp we obtain
cc?

n n L -

E[2] =Z E k• ~
--2 E 1 + e n+1 (D-21)j ki =ý 4n2

- 2aw
n+l

Again letting e = e and using Eq. (D-17), after some manipulation

we obtain

2 i 1 1,6 e 1-en

E[~ I2 = I '~T 1 146 a _, (D-22)
E 4c = 4n 1-8 2n2 (1-0)2

6. Mean Squared Error

Eqs. (D-7), (D-18), and (D-22) give the thr.e terms in Eq. (D-12)

for the mean squared estimation error. Combining these equations, we

obtain our final result:

.2 1 aw 1+6 29( 1 -61 aw

4aw n 1-6 n(l-6) (10-0)

- aw

-1 - e Sinh aw (D-23)
aw I

2 aw

n~1' . (1-i r)
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This equation shows how the expected squared error deponds on

the mean cloud lengtl, , I 1/a, the size of the airport w, aid the
rn

number of instruments n. Although a is a relatively simple function

of aw and n, its computation requires a certain amount of care, particu-

larly when w/j is small. By using a Taylor's series expansion with nm

fixed, one can obtain the following useful approximations:

( aw aw c<<n1

,26 n(n+l) 
(w-24)

o - (D-24)

4n1 aw >> n

A2
A graph of a versus w/im, which is the same as aw, is shown in

Figure D-1. This graph shows that U2 4.icreases monotonically with aw

and decreases monotonically with n. The worst situation occurs when

aw >> n, i.e., when the clouds are very small relative to the distance

between instrumexts. In this case the instrument readings are statis-

tically independent, and it is not possible to improve on the asymptotic

result 5 = 1/2/n. On the other hand, when the clouds are large .'elative

to the distance betweei. instruments, small values of & can be obtained.

Another way to examine these results is to see how many instru-

ments are needed to obtain a specified value for 5. These results are

shown in Figure D-2. Of course, only integral value of n are wteaning-

ful, and one must select an integer at least as large as the value read

from the graph.

1.-13
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Appt'ndix E

EJFFECT OF S'AM1PLI NG ON BASE-HEIGHT L•s'rnixrTioN

This appendix presents an analysis of the effect of samipling on

£ he estima te oI thbe base lik igh' of a single unbroken c loudi layer. The

r iiimathemati cal step-; are essenlti al ly the same as those uncountered in

the cloud amount ana vs isi g-iven in Appendix C. Thus, the fol lowing

development is dcýne with l~Sdetai led explanation.

Let the X-axis be aligned with the -Jarection of cloud motion,

and let h(x-~vt) give the height o[ the cloud over point x at time, t.

Let the autocorrelation f,,in2tion for the cloud bas,, height be given by

-9 91 . -1 -1/d
E~jj(X-C-)h(.-)7 h- -7- e(E--l)

where h is the me~an base heig-ht, is the base height standard

deviation, is the correlation shift distance, and d is the base-heieght

correlat-ion distance. Ler an instrument located at xsample the

cloud laver at tinmes t. = t k-'kT to yield the readings =ý hdxc-vv kvLT).

Then the cc rrelatio-., between successive readings is given by

2 -irIT i

E 1;1) h 1 b- e Tj-k:/ J (E-2)

This correliat ion Ii~mits the advantage of using al very short

sa-mpling interval -IT to improve the es tii~zate of the i,,a base height.

Let usi estimate the %!ean b)ase; hei-ght b~y the mcan of nm successive

reading-s,

k 1 . (F-3)
k1

Then fi is a random variable wi th mean 11 and variance %;..here

this fu:nc~ )of iSý diýCu'5ssed in A .-XpcndiN A oi Duda, ~c;,a1
B] ack:;itr (90
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S2 -hm_)2 .
CYb In E[

n j=l k=l k

2
Gb III m -vAT -k I/d

jm =l k=l

2

bm(l-) + -(l-0) (E- 4)

where
-vAT/d 

(E-5)

Clearly, Eq. (E-4) corresponds directly to Eq. (C-9), and Eq. (E-5)

corresponds directly to Eq. (C-1O). From this, we can conclude imamedi-

ately that if we fix the averaging time T mAT and let m increase by
^2

letting AT go to zero, b will approach the minimum value

-2h2 1 -vT/dl E6,.2 b 1 -e-VV

0min vT/2d vT/d (E-J)

Note that .min/ayb can be obtained from Figure 2 by replacing vT/2,m by
2 ^

vT/2d. If AT is not zero, a is gf-eater than cý., but it may not be
l4n'

much greater. The percentage increase in ob can be found from
2

Figure C-1 by replacing vLT/M by vT/2d. Thus, in the worst case 3Tb
^2

is less than 20 percen' greater than T . if LT = 0.5 d/v, and a further

reduction in L' does not yield much further benefit. For example, if

the correlation distance is 100 ft. and the cloud speed is 10 ft./!ec.,

there is little value in sampling faster than once every five seconds.
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Appendix F

COMIPL:'.X'!1ONAL REQU I ItMEN'flS FOR HIERARCHICAL CLUS'1I' ING

In this appendix a simple analysis is made of the time required

for the modified hierarchical clustering procedure described in

Section IV-D-2. The, following description is an elaboration of that

procedure written in a form that more closely resembles and actual

computer progra!d. The input to the program is an array of N=mn base

height readings, m readings from each of n ceilometers, taken during an

averaging period T. As these readings are processed, the resulting

cluster centers are stored in the same array; the arra.y index(.) is

used to indicate which entries are cluster centers. Using the

notation of Section IV-D-2, the procedure is as follows:

(1) Order the N readings hi so that h I h2 N'

(2) Initialize:

g .- N; 2 •- 0;
p

For i=l to N:

n. 1; Li. • hi; index (i) *- i.

(3) Find nearest clusters:
2

d 2. very large number;

For i=l to g-l:

j - index (i);

k - index (i+l);
S n nk

0. + n j k
v 2 2

If d <'d then d - d i i -'mdrin !,itn 'mrin

lIse continlie.

(I) Update:

j- index (i li

k .- index (i i)u

- ^2 1 2

p p N- 1 damin
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11.f. r n fi
J n. k k

n. - n. k; g .- g-l;

For i = min +1 to g

index (i) - index (i+l).

(5) Test:

If o2 < (60 feet)2
P

and g > 1

then go to Step 4.

(6) Results:

Number of layers = g

Mean base heights: index(i)' i=l to g

nindex (i)

Cloud amount in laye's. N , i=l to g

Pooled standard deviation, a

p

Aside from the program itself, the primary storage requirements

are for the three arrays ni, hi and index(i), requiring 3N words of

core memory. The index array could be eliminated by more clever

programming, but this might require more execution time.

The most time-consuming part of this procedure is Step 3, since

it involves g-l operations that may have to be repeated N-1 times,

with g going from N to 2. That is, the block of steps in the for-loop

may have to be executed N(N-I)/2 times. Including the incrementing

and testing required for the for-loop itself, this involves 6 fetches,

5 additions or subtractions, 2 multiplications or aivisions, 2 tests,

and an average of 1 store each time. If tadd is the add-time and

t 11 the multiply-time for the computer, the total time required is

bounded by
9 N

tot N (7tadd + tmul)

S2 (7t + t l '

yi) add mU1,

Since this computation must be completed in time T if the processing
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is not to lag behind tile rate at which data is being received, we

obtain the requirement
!V2

7t t T2

add mul. T
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